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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is to suggest ne\^J avenues for linking

Ëheory and policy in the field of regional economic development. Emphasis

is placed on undersLanding the behaviour and organízaLion of large corpora-

tions in relation to the Canadian industrial structure.

The first chapter outlines both industrial location and regional growth

theories and discusses some of the linking elements between the two. The

Processes involved in regional industrial growth are then described in light

of these theories. Chapter Two examines in greater detail regional planning

instruments including the underlying economic assumptions which support

them. This leads to a discussion of those forces which are presently shaping

regional Índustrial growth and underscores the need for greater recognition

and detailed information on the behaviour of large corporations or the

meso-economic sector, Chapter Three aËtempts to isorlate the importance

of this sector both in terms of its regional economic implications and its

influence within and over the Canadian industrial structure. This analysis

leads to an enumeration of the costs and benefits associated with the in-

clusion of large corporations as a means to stímulating regional industrial

growth. The fourth chapËer disaggregates corporate functj-ons, discusses

their Ínherent spatial bias and describes in some depth the dífference in

performance 1evels of these functions between Canada and other countries

and between regions within Canada. More specífically, the innovatíve per-

formance of large corporations is analysed from the posture of the Canadian

industrial structure and in terms of developing a national industrial stra-

tegy. Finally, the need for innovation-orientated regional planning is

stressed, one which accounts for the retarding nature of the present indus-

trial structure to\ùards such planning. Chapter Five presents a number of
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po1ícy alternatives whÍch emphasize the decentral.ízed location of higher

corporate functions, especially that of innovative and R & D facÍlities.

The chapter concludes with an example of this innovation approach and

hor,¡ it míght be implemented.
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INTRODUCTION

I^lithin most I^Iestern industrialized nations today spatía1 income and

employment differentials remain a major cause for concern. The methods

presently being used to combat regional disparity however are based for

the most part on economic theory and industrial analysis which have not

provided an adequaLe understanding of regional growth processes. This

set of underlying theories has presented an unrealistic ecooomic frame-

r,Jork on which to base decisions concernj-ng industrial development and

has served to linit both the type and number of methods used. The

acceptance of regional disparity on a planning and policy level there-

fore has not brought with it corresponding changes in the perceived

processes of regional growth. A basic understanding of economic theory

and industrial location analysis then, is essential in determÍning

those forces which are shaping regional industrial policy and planning.

The first two chapters in this thesis describe in some detail

regional economic theory, industrial analysis and the.instruments of

regional planning now in place. Based on this discussion some effort

is made towards describing those elements in the regional economy which

today account for a disproportionate share of industrial activity, namely

the large corporation. rn this sense, the lack of understanding or

recognítion of changes in the industrial structure on the part of plan-

ners and policy-makers presents a major problem for regional industrial

development. There are strong indicators that the dorninant elements in

Èhe industrial economy are the large corporation not the single firm,

simple production plants. Insight inËo corporate organizatíon and be-

havíour therefore Ís important if functional industrial development

planning is to Ëake place on any level. The nature of the industrial
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structure, corporate organizaLion and behaviour therefore, are analysed

in the third chapter.

A prerequisit for dealing wíth many of the problems caused because

of the present approach to industrial growth is a renewed emphasis on

developing a national industrial sËrategy. This is the subject of

chapter four v¡hich leads to a díscussion on possible ner¿ approaches to

regional industrial development. The alternatives in this case are based

on innovation-orientated regional planning, with the fifth and final

chapter describing how they might be implemented.
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CHAPTER I

REGIONAI GROI,JTH AND INDUSTRIAL LOCATION THEORY

A. Introduction

This chapter begins with a discussion of industrial location and

regional economic theory, and considers their implications both in terms

of regional growth and their usefulness as an aid in the formulation of

regional industrial policy. utilizing aspects of these theories, an

argument is presenËed describing the inherent nature of unbalanced growth

in all market ordered, open economies and this is followed by a discussion

of those factors and trends which have tended to maintain such inequality.

Finally, the tmeso economict sector is described and an attempt ís made

to outline its ímportance in shaping the aggregate pattern of regíonal

industrial growth.

B. Purpose and Objective of rhe Study

Regional growth theories and industríal location theories are often

looked upon as tv¡o sides of the same coin. They both concern development

processes, Yet by convention must not be considered synonymous in terms

of content or applicability. Thís has been a source of some confusion for

policy-makers delegaËed the task of reducing regional disparity. Theories

of regional growth are, for the most parË, based on macro-scale assumptíons

derived from Ëhe behaviour of one or a number of economíc activities within

a given nation.x fndustrial location theory, considered as a paradigm

* Theories of regionar gror+th are atLempts to explain the process
involved in the evolution of regions or a region from a pre-industrial
to industrial and is some cases posË-indusËríal society.
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encompassÍng least-cost and locational interdependence schools, has until

recently been dominated by micro-economic analysís and the behaviour or

individual firms.* Pred (1968) has stated that such approaches indicate

"a labyrinth of intricacies und.erlying industrÍal distribution".l a"r-

tainly any attempt by regíonal growth theorist.s to explaín the develop-

ment process by emphasizing a limited number of ind.ustrial location fac-

Ëors r¿ould be misleâding. Similarly, pointing to factor flows, endowment

of natural resources or the existence of external demand would not provide

a very clear picture of industrial growth and structure within any one

partÍcular region. This dichotomy has failed to provide an adequate un-

derstanding of the processes shaping regional growth over Ëhe past 20 to

30 years (the period of active planning íntervention) and has in some

cases actually hindered regional planning efforts. The inËent of this

work will be initially detail why such a sit.uation has arísen and then

to suggesÈ a more practicable approach Èo dealing viith the planning of

regional indusËrial growth.

C. Growth Theories CaÈegorized

If a trend can be detected ín industrial location and regional

analysis it is tor¿ards a meshing or a synthesis of the two in providing

a deeper understanding of regional growth. This ís of recent origin

ho¡.¡ever and it would serve a better purpose here to first revíew much

of the theory and many of the factors involved in the controversy over

the process of regional development.**

Leading contributors to these Índustrial location theories include
Weber (1909) , Hoover (1948) , Isard (f959), Pred (L967) and Greenhut (1956).

Regional development is a broad term encomposing social, economic and
ofÈen politÍcal considerat.ions

**
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In terms of separating the many and varied theories into categories

whích can be analyzed, a starting point, is the convergent/divergent

concept of regional economics. This illustrates a basic difference in

regional growth theoríes, one r.rhích lies in the acceptance of the pre-

eminence of either equilibrium or disequilibrium forces at work wlthín

the spatíal economy. IL ís a difference which will be shown later to

be extremely imporEant Ín any discussion on regional policy.

An equilibrium or convergent approach is one based on self-adjusting

market mechanisms in the economy. This has a spatial manifestat.ion ín

thaE given enough time, regions will converge Ín terms of the factor

returns to income and emploSrment.* Such self-balance theories are pre-

dicated upon either Keynsian or neo-classical economic assumptions which

are required to validate theÍr predicted outcome of regional growth

(ltolland, L976). On the disequilibríum or divergent side, market forces

are seen as promotíng or prolonging inter-regional imbalance. Without

government intervention the capitalist system results in economic benefits

to certain regions at the expense of others

Stilwell (I972) has further divided regíonal growth theories to

include three categories. The fÍrst are those Ëheories which account

for growth through endogenous demandr- resource extration or increased

exports. These are evolutionary-type theories v¡hich deal with regional

developmenÈ in terms of changes or adaptation over Èime. Included in

this category are sector, staple and export-base Ëheories. The second

grouping are those theories describing regional growth in terms of in-

vestment and factor flows. These are economic theories, and as mentioned

There are other indlces used in discussíng regional disparity,
including invest.ment rates, industrial structure, employment
structure etc., Èhese hor"rever are the most commonly cÍted.
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above, are based on neo-classical or Keynsían type assumptions. The

third category deals wiÈh regional gro\,/th as a cumulative process and

includes growth Pole, core/periphery and cumulative causation models.

These last two categories are roughly comparable \,rith convergent and

divergent classifications respectively. Not only will each of these

be described briefly in the following sectíons of this chapter, but

theír irnplÍcations in terms of inter-regional economies will also be

discussed. *

1. Evolutionary Theories of Regional Growth

Stages or sector theory as first proposed by Fisher (1930) and

1aËer refined by Clark (1957) is based on strucLural changes of Ëhe

labour force over time \tithín a given area. Comparative cost and

changes in income elasticity of demand are seen as the mechanisms

through r¿hich íncreasing specialization occurs (Hewings, T977). Ini-

tially, a region exists as a self-sufficient agriculturally based

economy with 1ittle or no inter-regional trade. Comparative advantage

in agriculture or some oÈher endogenous resource would then sÈimulate

inter-regional trade and increase incomes. Product demand would

change with increased disposable íncome which t¿ould ín turn spur the

specialization of industry. In t.he fínal sËages of development it is

envisioned that the service sector would consËitute the rnajority of

employed lÁIorkers in the labour force.

Opposed to the stages theory of regional development are the

proponents of staples and export-base theories. These are defined as

regional growth theories based on resource exploitation and exporÈ,

The importance of understanding
the need of developing regional
national framework.

inter-regional growth stems from
industrial strategies within the
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r¿here the mechanism of growth stems from external demand.2 Staples

theory, originally developed by Harold Innís (1935) to account for

changes in regional development r¿ithin Canada, preceded Douglas Northrs

(1955) work on export-base which was a refÍning or developing of the

arguments first proposed by Innis.* Both approaches hold that a mar-

ketable resource is the key to economic prosperíty in a given region,

buË North envisions the development of new export products and specía-

lizaËion as providing an increasingly diverse manufacturing base.

External demand for such resources is directly related to changes in

the economic r¿ell-being of the region. That non-basic activities,

namely activity not for export, are stimulated by and cannot exíst

¡.vithout export industries is characteristic of both

There arises a number" of problems however in applying export-base

analysis. Determining which índust.ries are exporters can be dífficulË,

many of the commodities being produced for both a regional and export

market. Under such conditions, exporE earnings can be seen as inversly

related to the size of the region in question. Export-base theory is

concerned only with demand factors and noË r¡ith the supply of goods

and services. Finally, as in sÈaples theory, there is litË1e allowance

for auËonomous investment vüithin a region.

In looking at sector and export-base models it is readily apparent

that they are opposite in their approaches and that each neglects certain

characteristics of the other. Sector theory does not include exËernal

demand for products, relying totally on endogenous factors in accounting

for regional growth, while export-base does not consider supply of

resources nor iirterna,l demand for goods and services. Important to the

North envisíoned the development of
economy r¿hile Innis I s r¿ork remained

a diversifíed regional
resource based.
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discussion here is that neither secÈor theory nor export-base theory

can be interpreted as convergent or divergent in its approach to re-

glonal development. Gilmour (1975) in describíng the export-base ap-

proach claims Èhat "it applies specifically to the atypical and never

to be repeated case of the'new country"'.3 ,h" design of such evolu-

tíonary theories provide for an adequate description of regional growth

for very few areas and can certainly not present the detailed insight

required to determine Ëhe causes of decline Ín depressed regions.

It is concluded then that the usefulness of establíshed evolutíonary-

tyPe approaches in determing inter-regional growth patterns is extremely

limited. These Ëheoríes never manage to overcome the handicaps of over-

simplifying the complex nature of development and the lack of analysis

of the functional relationships between regions (Richardson, 1969).

2. Neo-classical EconomÍc Theories

A second category in terms of regional growth theories are those

sËemming from neo-c1assÍcal economics. This approach has proven popular

with regional economists and has, in addiËÍon, influenced much of the

foundíng work on industrial locatíon.

On a regional level, the premíse of factor mobility under a number

of economic assumptions, maÍntains that labour and capital respond to

changes ín factor returns (Richardson, 1975).'t Capital accumulation,

labour supply and technical progress, although this is usually overlooked

in theory, det.ermine the rate at rvhich regions grovr or decline. The pros-

pective outcome'i of such growth is an established equilibrium between re-

gions based on a balancing out of the tflowt of those determinants, (see

Figure 1.1).

These assumptÍons include zeto Ëransport costs, full employment,
identical production functions, one producË economy, a fixed
supply of labour and perfect competiËion.
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The need for establishing spatial models and theories of growth

under such assumptions is greatly reduced or at best redundant, for the

equílibrium growth rates are determined by market mechanisms alone. In

this sense neo-classical economics has been attributed r^/ith actually

hindering both regional growth Ëheory and mainstream capitalist economics

(Holland, L976). This is predicated on the fact that theories based on

neo-c1asslca1 assumptions could not in reality account for growth patÈerns

experienced within and between regions.

If indeed the evidence for convergence in terms of investment, in-

come and employment \,/as readily apparent, neo-classical based theory

could act as an effective guide to both planners and policy makers advo-

cating inter-regional equity. Such evidence however is difficult if not

impossible to obtain. There is little indication that a convergence

trend exisÈs or even that equilibrating forces will lessen regional dis-

parity. *

The major deficiencies.pf the neo-classical approach, according to

Lee (L977), "derive from its idealized conceptualization of the economy

as a series of mechanistic encount.ers bet\,/een flows of money and goods

and factors --- conflict is replaced by consensus and Ëhe markets ensure

an automatic, though interruptible, Ëendency towards equilibrium."4

In effect, it dírects attentíon away from the inherent capitalist nature

of the continuous process of accumulation. As intimated, these precepËs

also helped formulate industrial location theory. One of the first

theorists to utilize a neo-classical economic approach in developing a

theory of industrial location was Alfred I^Ieber (L929). This foundíng

I.Iork done by Tovrnroe (1979) demonstrates that
be drawn from time series daËa on regional per
emplo¡rment daËa to índicate convergence in the

few conclusions can
capita income or
U.S. or U.K.
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Lrork l¡/as steeped in economic assumptions including economic rationality,

complete Ínformation, constant demand and no competition. Unlíke many

of his fellow theorists, I^Ieber recognized that increased reliance on

economic assumptions, abstracted from reality, had decreased applicability

in terms of policy. He was careful in his analysis to differentiate

befween regional and locational factors influencing industrial location.

Those factors controlling labour and transport costs he claimed to be

regíonal in nature while elements of agglomeratíon r¡rere conceived as

locational and geographically independent from the first Lr¿o factors.

This was an integrated approach to industrial locational analysis, in-

cludíng both a micro and macro dimension (Holland, L976)

Many of the theorists v¡ho followed Inleberrs inítial analysis chose

to recognize only hís work based on neo-classical type assumptions, work

that Weber himself admitted as beíng liuríted in applicaËion. August

Losch's hexagonal market principle, his approach to the hierarchical

arrangement of cent.res, r,ras a case in poinË in terms of developÍng a

general equilíbrium model of location. Although he criticized much of

I^Ieberts work for failing to account for several aspects in industrial

location, mainly demand changes, his ovm ce.tehi'S ylAuLbu'S approach proved

far more devoid of reality (Holland, L976). Losch (f954) himself srated

that "the real duty of the economist is not to explain our sorry reality,

but to improve it. The question of the best location is far more digni-

fied than the deËerminatíon of the actual one. "5 In his attempts i ùo

actualize this Losch had t.o include in his theory several crude assump-

tions, including: a uniform region plain, uniform distríbution of raw

materials, uniform transportation surface, uniform distributíon of

populaÈion, tastes, preferences, technical knowledge and production

opportuni-Ëies,
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Holland (I976) has been most critical of such approaches and stated

that Losch has produced little more than "a cul-de-sac in which theory

becomes largely an end ín itself."6 The limits of such theory were

recognized earlier in Meyerts 1963 survey of regíonal economic analysis.

In it he d.escribes Loschts work as being "highly idealised and stylized

but has few imrnediate or obvious empirical possibilities and has thus

far been devoid of any imporÈant empirícal iinplernentation. "T This has

been the failing of much of the work derived from such an approach,

where the techniques developed support the theory but do not test it

against reality.

Much of the v¡ork done ín regional science, especially that done by

one of its m.ejor contributors, I,Ial ter Isard, fa1ls within the framework

of neo-classical type assumptions. The object of fsardrs analysís

according to Meyer (1963) vüas Ëo correct "what he considered an intrinsic

failing in Ëraditional international trade theory, its faílure to pay

attentlon to costs of overcoming spatial separatíon."B In doing this,

Isard j-ntroduced into spaÈial analysis the substitution principle (a

technique used in establishíng minimum cost points for industrial loca-

tion), input-output analysis and lfnear programming. The rationale for

such techniques are again so grounded in economic assumptions that their

application in terms of regional problems is lÍmited. Hollandrs (Lg76)

criticism of Isard reflects thís in his statement ttfaced vrith the choice

of modifying his theory to account for reality, Isard modifies reality,

introducing extensíve uniformity and regularity assumptions of a kind

which are not characteristic of acÈual regions."9

The aÈtraction to and the real danger of utilizing neo-classical

economic based techniques and models to assist in policy formulation lies

in the corunon assumption of economic rationality. That firms, investment
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decision-makers and labour act and react in an economically rational

fashion is a generally accepted mode of behaviour in such theories and

models. In treating such organizations, individuals and households as

socially and politically inert entíties however, the danger of accepting

the homeostat.ic nature of regíonal growth ís enhanced and possiblyr di-

rects poticy in the twrongr direction. On the micro level of industrial

locational analysis this possibility seems to have been realized. Smith

(1971) recognizes that "many of the economísts ¡,¡ho have been drar.^¡n into

locational analysís have been preoccupled with the problem of integrating

space into general economic theory, vrith its emphasis on profit maximí-

zation and. on the conditions which constitute a state of equí1íbrium."10

3. Imbalance Theories

If one accepts the critícisms of the evolutionary theories that of

being grossly over-simplified and of neo-classical economic based theories

as being too far removed. from reality to act as an effectíve guide in

aiding policy makers and planriers, one is left \,rith Stilwell rs third

grouping of theories, those dealing with unequal or divergent regional

growth. The premise of these theoríes being that market forces tend to

increase rather than diminish inequallties between regions.

Gunnar Myrdal (1957) has been one of the main proponents and pioneers

of suc.h an approach. His theoretical rvork has 1ed him to a circular and

cumulaÈive causation model of regional development; one which claims that

economic activities cluster in certain regions at a cost to other areas.

He argues that growth is ínÍtia1ly unbal.anced, favouring certain regions

due Èo a competitive advantage or access to natural resources and that

growth will be self-susËainíng due to lrrcreasing inËernal and external

economies (Richardson, 1969). Once established, these agglomlrative

regions exerË such a pull on economíc activity that any economic advan-
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tage in underdeveloped regions, for example cheap labour, will not be

reaLízed. The greatest i-nfluence on a lagging region's economy will be

the effect that more prosperous areas have over it. These mechanisms of

growth and retardation Myrdal has Ëermed spread and backwash effects.

Spread effects are of a positive nature wíth increased agricultural out-

put and increased demand for rnaËerials being examples.* Such 'pluses'

or regional benefits however will be more than countered by backwash

effects which drain the disadvantaged regíons of both labour and capital

(see Figure 1.2).

This is diametrically opposed to self-adjusting equilibríum models

proposed under neo-classical theory. Spread and backwash effecËs irnply

disequilibrium and Myrdal himself has stated that the use of equilíbrium

approaches are based on ttvery abstract, almost crude and usually unrealis-

tic theoretical assumptiorrr. "ll

Francois Perroux (1955) r¿as another advocate of regional imbalance

theory. Like Myrdal, he saw the concentration of growth, in certain areas,

as being more charaeteristic of actual regional development wiËhin Èhe

market economy, but the important dj.fference lay in his definition of the

"growth po1e". The fact that growth occurred in different Ëimes 1ed him

to the corrcept of the yto!-ø dø üLoi.L^ancQ.. His argument revolved around

the industrial sector and he vÍsualized tkeyt industries as primary

elements around which other economic activity would flourish. These key

indusÈries had a number of characteristícs including a high degree of

concentration, high income elasticity of demand, advanced technology

and sËrong loca1 rnulËiplier effects (Richardson, L975). The geographic

It should be noted that spread
a rmoving outt of the benefit.s

effects ín this case do not mean
accrued ín prosperous areas.
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anology to the growth pole ís the dynamic city, where internal and

external economies are realized. Díseconomies incurred, from locating

ln a smal1 number of large centres, such as land and labour costs

would be more than offset by the benefits of locating in such areas.

The widespread use of growth pole concepts in policy formulatíon

testifies to its popularity or applícability in tackling regional pro-

b1ems. This rather unchallenged acceptance of growth pole philosophy

however has led some to critleíze the use of such policy devices as

panaceas. Paelinck (1965) poínts out that such an approach must be

viewed as rra condiEj-onal theory of regional growth, valuable chiefly

to the extent that it clearly índicates conditions under vrhich accele-

rated regíonal development can occur ."I2*

Many of the concepts developed by Myrdal and Perroux have been

extended in the'bTorks of a number of authors to further the understanding

of regional growth. Notable among these is Alfred Hirschmanrs (f958)

'strategy of Economic Development t , where he develops the regional

dichtomy discussed above ín terms of polarization and trickling dor,rn

effecËs. These are roughly analogous to Myrdal's backwash and spread

effects respectively. Hirschmants Ëheory emphasizes more of the positive

aspecLs, or the tricklíng dov.rn effects, than Myrdalf s analysis recognizes.

He points to a number of possible outcomes for regíonal development based

on polarized grov¡th.

John Friedmann (1966) is another Ëheorist whose extensíve writings

on tcore/peripheryr models of regional development, present, likely the

most comprehensive approach to regional growth and development yet

published. As many of the other authors descríbing unbalanced growth,

There are numerous other criËicisms of growth pole based regíonal
policy. These will be examined in greater detail in following chapÈers.
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his work emphasizes the cumulative and self-reinforcing advantages of

a given location (Richardson, 1973). The process of industrialization

and urbanizaLíorr according to Friedmann (1966) is initially geographically

unbalanced, resultíng in dualistíc economies and leaving some areas loca-

ÈÍonally obsolete.

The core/periphery model is not restricted to describing regional

developmenË; it could be applíed to a city and its surrounding hinterland

or on a global scale of developed and underdeveloped nati-ons. Fríedmann

has been successful in pointing out the social and polÍtical make-up of

nat.ions and regions, Ëheir consequences for regional development and

their Ímportance in policy making. His theory then, ínvolves more than

economic and geographic variables and was derived through an índucÈíve

process. His approach thus is even more applicable to real world problems

than Ëhe Myrdal-Hirschman tradition.

There is one school of thought whích, in light of the above discussion,

should be mentioned here. It is one r¿hich deals with regional growth with-

in the framework of industrial location theory. It is an approach which,

according to its contributers, provides I'a relatively comprehensive and

consistent context for understanding and evaluating sub-nati-onal economic

and physical develop*"nt"13 (Perloff, Dunn, Larnpard and Muth, 1960). The

most importanË irnplication of this work is that Ëhe changes in the patterns

of reglonal grorøth are seen as dependent on the locatíonal and output

decisions of private business (Richardson, Lg6g). It is not a formal

theory, for in Ëhe opinion of its proponents, the factors involved in

industrial location are too many and too varied to be reduced to generalt zed

concepts. Tt is techniques oriented, that is, utilizing shift-share, input-

output and other analysis in determining regional growth patterns based on

empirical observations.
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Richardson (1969) aptly points out that "macroeconomic theoríes and

the índustry approach to regional growth are not contradictory"14 they

merely represent different perspectíves of the processes involved in that

growth. In order to develop programs and policies aimed at reducing re-

gional dísparities, an understanding of the diverse nature of the problems

is required, and this can only be attained through the study of the dif-

ferent levels of economic activity.

The críticisms levelled above involving theories which indicate con-

vergence, v/ere in effect, a plea by a number,of authors for a more rreall

and more inductive approach to regional devefopment theory. These have,

Èo some extent been met by macro theories of imbalance and the micro-

econorlic approach of industrial location. Inlhat remains to be determined

is the importance of the econorulc activity intermediate between these

tlo, for this has been neglected in developing theories of regional

growth.* This is an argument put forward by Holland (1976) in stating

thaËrra better understanding of regional imbalance can only be gained by

identifying key trends to ímbalance at the macro, micro and intermediate

meso-econonric level. "15*x

D. The Meso-econornic Sector

The meso-economíc*:k* sssle¡ represents the tk.yt industries in the

¡" Such neglect must not be interpret.ed as ineptitude on the part of
scholars and researchers of the past for it Ís a tëcen¿ phenornenon
and problems created by it even more current.

** To date micro and macro econorri-c levels have dominated growth theory.
This theory along wiËh the empirically based industrial location analysis
have failed to produce a generalized operational theory on regional
growth. The volume of work describing industríal location factors
and influences and the macro scale theories which concentrate on
aggregate flows of investment and population have been limited to
description of Ëhe past direction and location of regional growth.

*^'* Meso-derived from the Greek mesos meaning intermediate or beti,reen.
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economy -- the multi-plant, multi-national, multi-functional and in some

cases multi-sectoral firms. The term fmeso-economict according to Holland

(1978), refers to the increase and growLh of such monopolistic companies

"whose behaviour is totally different from that of srna1l-scal-e national

firms in the mícro-economic competitive model, and which constitutes a

ne\¡/ economic sector between the conventional macro- and micro-economic

orthodoxies."16 The meso-economic'take-over' and subsequent control

over the economy is felt in all \,ùestern regions. The problems created

by it are by no means unique to any one country, for theír growth in

capitalist states has stemmed from increasing demand for economies of

scale and the requírement of specialization. These firms will continue

to create regional industrial problems immune from the micro and macro

based regional policy instruments nov/ in p1ace. It ís the límitations of

these instruments in light of the above discussion that is the concern of

Ëhe second chapter.

E. Conclusíons

Regional growth theories may be grouped into three major categories

including evolutionary, balanced and unbalanced approaches. The first,

evolutíonary' has been largely discounted due to Íts lirnited application

to specific types of regions. The balanced or neo-classical economic

approach has allowed highly sophistícated econometric analysis to be

conducÈed, which in itself may provide useful informaÈion orr regional

economies. The basic problems however lie in the application of neo-

classical models. Both the regional economy and the flows between regions

are viewed in equilibriurn or at least tending towards one. The underlyíng

assumptions which allow this approach to work are often overlooked by

its users in lighÈ of the conclusions reached. It is the assumptions
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however which support the equilibrium

thís reason cannot provide a valid or

for use in planning and policy making.

conclusions often reached and for

real picture of regional economies

The unbalanced approach to regional development is seen here to

hold greater utility in terms of its use in regional industrial planning.

Factor flows between regions have not resulted in equilibrium, indeed.,

it has been argued that the acceptance of unbalanced theories is a pre-

cursor to lessening disparity. It is precisely because factor flor¿s

are oPposite to that proposed under neo-classical models which has re-

sulted in the rather unimpressÍve performance of regional economic plan-

ning and policy in western naÈions. Efforts Èowards understanding Ëhose

elements in the economy which may cause such unbalance therefore could

prove rewarding.
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CHAPTER II

R-EGIONAL PLANNING INSTRU},ßNTS

The goal of mosË regional industrial policies ín western
counËries has been the mitigation of disparities between
different areas within their own boundaries. This goal
has not been realized. Indeed, in many cases there is
difficulty in identifying posiÈíve Èrends towards regional
balance not withstanding varied policy measures. This
chapter begins r^rith a discussion on the continued need for
regional industrial planning. The methods most commonly
used to combat regional disparity are then outlined followed
by a critique of present policy instruments. This leads
to a general díscussion on the relationshíp between theory
and policies and the need to recognize patxicular factors
which, while shaping regional industría1 growth patterns,
have as yet failed to be infl-uenced by the more traditÍonal
policy instruments.

A. Introduction

The first chapter of this r¡ork indicated Ëhat there is an implicit

dilernma for planners and policy makers faced with the task of reducing

regional disparity. Advocates of the free enterprise system argue that

equity between regions depends on the rights of individuals to allocate

resources; in effect to depend on market mechanisms alone. Others in-

síst that there is little indication that such processes are at work in

our market-ordered, open economies and thaÈ efforts must be made towards

increasing and institutionalizing government inÈervention (foa¿, 1980).

That a laissez faire approach Ëo market forces leads to, and often

exaggerates ' the gap between the economically prosperous and disadvantaged

regions is an argument developed earlier in this thesis. It will suffice

to reÍterate here that under such a system Ëhere are difficulties in

aËÈaining equitable conditions of socíal welfare (Surith, 1971). Clearly,

if one accepts the generalized growth theories r¿hích indicate divergence

betr¿een regional economies and much of the empirically based industrial
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theory, the questíons to ask are: do existing regional disparities re-

present fnegative' trends in the economic, social and political makeup

oñ any particurar country; secondly, íf they are deemed so, should they

be the subject of government policy and thir:dly, what form should this

policy take?

Where econor¡ric planning is a function of government, the answers to

Èhe first t$/o questions must be in the affirmative and the mitigation of

regional imbalance by ínfluencing economic activity must be central to

that concept. If national governments fail to recognize regional dis-

parities as a major problem then regions will tend towards economic and.

political self-deËerminat.ion (Friedmann, L966). There must be interven-

tion by national governments on the regional level to ensure that dis-

equilibrium forces are abaËed. It is the thÍrd question, namely the form

that regional po1ícy measures have taken, which will be the focus for

much of this chapter.

B. Instruments of Regional planning Categorized

As in regional growËh and industrial location theory, regÍ-onal policy

aeasures may be bro.adly divided into macro and micro approaches (Armstrong

and Taylor, f978). Macro-policy instruments are those aimed at changing

aggregate income and expenditure patterns, while micro-policy instruments

concentrate or influence the actions of indusËry and households. Both

of these approaches will be described in some detail below, yet greater

emphasís will be placed on the latter for it is Ëhe influence over indus-

trial location which forms a more regionally-explicit set of polícy ín-

s truments .

1. Macro-policy Irlstruments

Most Irlestern nations Ëoday engage in some form of macro-policy,
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v/hether implicit or unintentionally derived, which has varying effects on

regional growth. Fírstly, narional governments are relatively Large

producers and consumers. As such, they exercise geographic control over

expenditures and purchases and do attempt in most cases to t regionalízer

them in hopes of stimulating demand.* Governments, through their cont.rol

of taxes and tariffs can increase or decrease demand for both consumer

and industrial Boods.*¡t Tariffs and imput controls contain obvious ad-

vantages for regions with favoured industrí41 structures. Armstrong and

Taylor (f978) cite the Canadían case as a good example of such protection

policy, where the manufacturing region, namely Ontario, is allowed to

produce goods at slightly higher costs than are found on the world or

even the North American market.

DirecË transfer payments in the form of unemployment and welfare

benefits automatically favour areas \,rith high numbers of unemployed and

are looked upon as stabilizers in the economy. Armstrong and Taylor (1978)

point out however that the use of such "macro-policy instruments to solve

regional problems is severely constrained by Ëhe existence of other policy
'l

goals."- These measures are also subject to spillover and leakages ulti-

mately resulting in di-luted regional effects.

Macro-policy Ínstruments address the problems caused by the failure

of market mechanisms. In themselves they cannot hope to adjust or correct

such mechanisms to the degree of establishing regional equity in terms of

employment and income. Much of the emphasis therefore has been placed on

policy instruments r+hich attempt to influence the location pattern of in-

dus try.

Military spending and the location of state-owned industries
are t\,ro of ten-quoted examples of such regíonalízation.
The regionalization of taxes does not hold with the well-entrenched
prineiple of rhorizontal equityt, therefore its usefulness is seen
to be limited.
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2. l"licro-policv Instruments

Industry is often looked upon as the medíum through which regional

planning and polícy takes place. The measures taken to influence it form

the essence of micro-policy options. Richardson (1975) offers several

reasons for this well established link between regional policy and indus-

try. The first involves the mobility of industry compared with other

factors of production. Manufacturing is viewed to be more r fruÍd.r in

the sense that industry has been termed increasíngly I footlooser , or in

a positÍ-on r¿here the differences in cost vary littl-e over space. Secondly

Èhere i.s always the underlyíng rationale, according Èo Richardson (1978),

that industrial policy instruments will influence rdynamot firms or "pro-

pulsive industries in the Perrouxian sense" to locate in economically

sensitive areas and in turn act as a catalyst for further development.2

Finally, there is the argument of national efficiency, where a more even

distribution of industry actually improves national growËh rates than

ut-ight be expected in situations when one or two regions dominate the rest.

In developed countries regional planning measures have concentrated

on these specific problem areas; underdeveloped, depressed and congested

regions.* SËilr,¡ell (L972) points out that underdeveloped regíons d.o not

necessarily constitute a problem region. Their existence is evid.ent in

all countries and the directing of industry in their favour will not au-

tornatically result in economic gain. Depressed regions are areas which

have experienced industrializatlor, ¡,r, for reasons of declining demand

norv demonstrate slow or possibly negative growth. Congested regions are

generally recognized as areas experiencing increased diseconomies with

increased economic activiÈy.

This is not to imply that
to be studíed in isolation

Ehese problem areas are separate entities
for they are often highly dependent.
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To further classify micro-policy measures Cannon (Ig75) identífies

Èhree phäses of development which influence the directíon of policy. The

first is the tnation-building' phase v¡here the goal is to encourage the

establíshment of a manufacturing sector and to increase aggregate growth.

Instruments in this case are geared to core or single region growth. The

second phase involves industrialization and the formation of dualistic

economies. The goal in this case is to attract industry specifically to

designated underdeveloped areas. The third and final phase is one of

post-industrialization where there are areas of structural rbackwardnesst

associated with changes in technology and required inputs on the part of

firms. This is a phase v¡hich experiences an íncreasing assortment of poli-

cies designed to deal with the problems created by such structural obso-

lescence. The discussion which follows wí1l be limited in scope to deal-

ing with depressed and congested regions in the post-industrial phase of

development. This, in effect, allows for a more detailed analysis of

regional industrial planning as experienced in western nations today.

Ivlicro-policy instruments can be dívided into three groups: methods

of attracÈing industry, regional rehabilítation, and an adminstered system

of industrial controls.* Of these three, the first, industrial attraction

through a system of subsidies, 1oans, special tax raËes, favourable de-

preciation and the developnent of indusËrial estates has proven mosË popu-

lar (nichardson, L97B; George, 1971). The second, regional rehabilitation

may be viewed as an indirect method of attracting industry and involves

increasing and improving infrastructure in an area through both economic

overhead capital (EoC) and social overhead capital (SOC). The third cate-

gory which will be discussed, that of controls, has come to be knov¡n as

Armstrong and Taylor (1978) recognize that this iis a
distinction and that a numberof specific instruments
more than one category.

rather arbiËrary
may fall into
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the proverbial rstickr of regional development tools" Its application

has been by no means universal and its results sometimes controversial

(Turner, I974). It involves the limiting or restricting of industrial

growËh in certain congested regions in hopes Ehat industry will be prompted

t.o e)çpand or locate in certain areas deemed desirable for growth.

George (1971) has established a set of five criteria which are help-

ful in determining the viability of any particular policy instrument. rr

(i) must be capable of meeting regional objectives

(ii) must be effective at nrinimum cost

(iiÍ) multiplier affects musË be maximized

(iv) must be admÍnstratívely and politically feasible

(v) distortion of the established distríbution of industry
should be minimized.

With these criteria in mind, those instruments used to directly attract

índustry will be discussed, beginning with those measures to subsidize

labour inputs.

Despite many auÈhors indícating the positive nature of payroll or

labour input subsidies, (George, I97L; Sti1well, 1972; Moore and Rhodes,

7974; Cannon, L975), the ímplementation of this instrument has been ex-

tremely limited, Britaín and I^iest Germany being the only countries to

undertake such a program. The Regional EmploymenÈ Premium legislation

\,ras passed in Britain in 1967 and was the first direct subsidy on the

employment of labour.** The objective of Labour subsidies is to make

labour input costs competitive if not cheaper than that ín other areas,

George (f971) has determined these criÈeria as ridealr in terms of
policy measures and recognizes that they have not been met.

Moore and Rhodes (f974) have done an extensive evaluation of the
effects that this instrumenÈ has had on .industrial location in
Britain.
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this in turn should spur regional exports which theoretÍcally increase

regional income and employment. George (L97L) has indicated that payroll

subsidies are highly attractive instruments relatively easy to administer,

politically feasible incurríng both high regional multiplier and 1ow cost

ef fects. Armstrong and Taylor (f978) point out t\^ro problems which may be

encountered in the use of such an instrument. Firstly the subsidy must be

of significant magnitude to reduce export prices. They quote a 6% reduction

in labour costs resulting in only a 27" reduction in a regíonf s export price.

This would hardly be enough to make the regionrs ouÈput cosf-competitive.

A second problem may arise r,¡here the products produced in depressed regions

have a relatively srnall value-added component. In order to make this sub-

sidy attractive to industry, labour must be of major cost to production.

Another variable cosÈ subsídy is that on materials and fuel. These

constitute a high percentage of overall input costs and in the case of fuel

the percentage cost is evidently on the increase. There are Ëvro meËhods of

subsidizing materials and fuels. These include a direct method where a

percentage of total variable cost is recouped from the government and an

indirect method where the transport rates for these inputs may be subsí-

dized. Transportation subsídies of Èhis type are well established in

Canada. The Crowrs Nest Pass Agreement, a railway subsidy for T¡/estern

provincial producers and the Maritime Freight Rates Act subsidLzíng railway

and road transportation, have been in existence for well over 50 years.

George (f971) argues thaE variable cost subsidies of this type may in fact

distort the establl-shed industrial structure. Because certain types of

industries are favoured over oÈhers there is a danger of disrupting pro-

cesses which are tending Ëoward regional growth.:l

Lrhere for example transport subsidies exist, those firms dependent on
high weight to value ínputs may be highly favoured. Such Structural
changes may not be desirable in so far as they perpetuate the need
for subsidies.
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Capital subsidies refer to direct grants and guaranteed low interest

loans on fixed costs of the firm, that is, on land, buildings and machinery.

These are widely used instruments of regional industrial planning with simi-

lar programs ín Brítain, Canada, France, Italy and the Netherlands. Most

often they take the form a 'lump sum' or single payment to an ind.ustry during

its initial phase of expansion or location in a designated depressed area.

Although such grants and loans may appear generous in relatíon to total fixed

costs, the fact that most firms planning horizons extends from 20 to 50 years

dwarfs such subsidies in relatíon to total operatíng costs over this tÍme.

Along the same 1ine, v¡ork done by Hamilton (1974) demonstraËed that it ís

operational rather than locational functions which are of more conceïn.

Capital grants.and loans also point to problems of discretion. Obviously,

offeríng lavish grants and loans to all fj-rms wishing to locate in desig-

nated regions, besides leading to possible over spending, r¿ould in many

cases result in subsidizLng firms which may have located in the area with-

out aid (Brewis, L969).

Finally, in terms of the problems associated with the use of capital

subsidíes, Alonso (1975) poinËs out Èhat there is "a certain irony in the

use of such inducemenËs, for they wilt operate most strongly for industries

that are capital-ínt.ensive, and, if technical substÍtution is possible, it

r^'ill encourage them to substitute capital for labour since they make capi-
.)

tal cheaper. tt'

The use of industrial estates to attract industry to the more depressed

regions is of relatively recent origÍn. Boley (195S) defines an industrial

estate as a lrspecial or exclusive type of planned indust.rial distric¡, de-

signed and equipped to accomodate a community of industries, providing them

wíth all necessary facilities and services."4 Bale (1977) points out that

Èheir use as a tool for industrial regional development came only after
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their proven success by private enterprise. IndustrÍal estates can be said

to provide a number of factors important Ëo industrial Iocation: infrastruc-

ture availability' external economies of scale and the existence of linkage

and contact patterns. Collectively these serve to decrease the risk of es-

tablishing a new plant ín a depressed region (George, 797I). Governments

may establish industrial estates and provide land and premises at better

terms than might generally be expected from private development. The

British have made by far Ëhe most extensive use of índustrial estates as

a measure to sÈimulate regional industrial growËh (Morgan and A1den, I974).x

Its use has proven positive and iÈs cost relatively low when compared to

oËher instruments (George, L97L).

The second category of micro-policy instruments involves rehabilítation

and may be said to operate indirectly to attract both labour and industry

through its rconcentration on positive externalitÍes. This refers to the

provision of SOC and EOC. SOC accordÍng to Holland (I976), relates speci-

fically to infrastructure essential to domestic use (housing, health and

education facilities) while EOC is thaÈ infrastructure used directly by

producers (roads, communication facilities, povrer and sanitatÍon services).

Improvements in educaËion and training faciliËies are an intrinsíc part of

regional development in almost al-l countries where regionat policy has been

accepted (Smith, 1971). Infrastructure expenditure on housing, transporta-

tion, communications and health facilities are an important element of

regional growth prospecËs and this is especially true where the size of

the public sector is large relative to total gross fixed capital formation

(elden and Morgan, L974). George (1971) points out that such expenditures

"though not a remedy for the ret.ardation of industry.. .should be an adjuncË

of any other measures Èaken.t'5

Their use in Britain is
Local authorities also

certainly not sole1y linked to national policy.
utilize this technique to wide extent.
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Industrial l-ocation controls, the third category of micro-policy in-

struments, have been uËilized where there exists highly congested prímate

city regions in conjunction with underdeveloped and.lor depressed regíons.Jc

Notably this would include both Britain and France although these are not

the only two countries to suffer similar problems. The controls used in

Britain have been described by Turner (I974) as an "economic planning in-

strument designed ro raíse the nationts industrial efficiency and to achieve

a high rate of employment in the Assisted Areas."6 The problems in France

are seen as somewhat more acute. Jean-Francois Gravj-er (1964) in his book

rParis and the French Desertr documented the fact that historically, parís

had been the centre of art, education, science and government, leaving

peripheral areas socÍally, economically and politically disadvanËaged.

The restrictive measures used in both countries take the form of a license

or certificate issued by a government body giving the authority to disallor¿

the expansion or location of new firms over a specific size in hopes that

they will locaËe in a designated d.epressed regíon. Holland (Ig76) points

out however, that such instruments may actually harm national efficiency

at the expense of poor regions, that is, more employment witr be lost to

congested regions than gained in depressed regions.*)t The effectiveness

of such measures is also seen as being highly d.epend.ent on aggregate

growth rates, for in times of recession few firms wish to expand. or relo-

cate. The existence of controls according to Stilwell (7972) is directly

related to the inadequacy of other instruments aimed. at attracting indus-

Èry away from congested areas. This argument seems rather fallacious

Richardson (1970) has indicated that congested urban areas are not a
problem unique to developed areas alone and. Èhat equal levels of
external diseconomies may exist in depressed areas.
Faced with the choice of expanding or locating in r¿hat is considered
an economically marginal area Ëhe industrialfst may not expand at all.
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however 1n light of the fact that in both Britain and France, controls were

establlshed in conjunction with measures to attract industry.

3. Growth Centre Strategy

The practical application of growth pole theory is often termed an

instrument of regional planning (Smith, I97I). In fact it is the concen-

trating of several of the measures as described above in specific t centres t

or rpointsr which either demonstrate or hold promise of strong agglomer-

tion economies. The goals, as with most regional policy are to establish

cumulative growth and spread effects in areas of general decline. There

are numerous problems however with its application. Firstly, Todd (1980)

points out that as å strategy of economic growth it was "devised as a tool

of economic efficiency l...but that it has beent contrived to alleviate

regional problems." He goes on Èostate that there is a "mismatch between

Ëhe stated goals of regíonal development and the stïuctural plans v¡hich

define wl'rat is actually permissible in growÈh center operations."T

In the final analysis it may not be that growth centre strategy.is

unable to stimulaÈe Ëhe economy of a region. The probleilìs may stem from

the micro-policy instruments used to establish iË in Èhe first place.

Improved infrastructure in conjunction with direct industrial attraction
j-nstruments possibly over simplify the pre-requisites for growth centre

establishment or they may be ineffective in achieving their stated ob-

jectives. SÈohr and Todtling (1977) have been mosÈ criÈical of growth

centre strategy and have likened ft to a minimization of neo-classical

macro-economícs. They state Ëhat trsince overall inobility of factors and

cornrnodfÈies had turned out to be unfeasible, the implicit attempt \,/as to

collapse reality back ínto a set of disaggregate point economies, and Lo

thereby make regional equity and national growth compatible.',8 rt must

be borne in mind that ü¡ith the exception of location controls, all the
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micro-policy insLruments thus far have their basis in equilibrium orientated

micro-economic industrial location analysis. The premise that slight adjust-

ments to or rcorrectionst to the workings of the markeÈ system will lead to

or tend toward regional balance is basic to such an approach. Equilibrium

models then, are extensively used as the basis for justifying the existence

fo these instruments. Smith (1971) hinted that such is the case in pointing

ouÈ that "planners...are generally guilty of attempting to deal with indus-

try from an inadequate theoretical base, which means that the outcome of

Ëheir proposals are often highly unpredictable."9 Stohr and Todtlíng (I9: l)

have argued Èhat regional policy instrumenËs relying on the manipulation of

factor prices and the rehabititation measures based on infrastructure deve-

lopment, are ín effect used as rtcrutches to try Ëo make the neo-classical-

model tork."10 Conclusions such as this have led them to believe that

regional development theory, industrial location analysis and their prac-

tical application have become mutually dependent or in essense, a closed

loop.

The overall policy implication, to quoÈe stilwell (1972) is "ro

develop a system of taxes and incentives which makes the individual firmts

profit-maximizing location synonymous with the social optimum.,,11 There

is little to indicate however the fírrns in general have developed system-

atic methods of locational decisions-making. It is more 1ike1y there is

an attempt to achieve a set of minimum criteria rather than optimum

(Hamilton, L974).

rt has become extremery difficult t.o develop policies

specifically aË allevíating regional disparity. Firstly,

those forces which are having the mosË adverse effecÈs on

balanced economy are difficult to subject to micro-policy

These forces stem from a variety of sources and shape the

then, aimed

the control over

the nationally

measures.

aggregate indus-
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trial location pattern (Hainilton, 1978). They r¿ould include the adoption

of mass production techníques, increased capital-:-zation of industry, in-

creased size of firms, the evolution of the multi-plant, multi-functional

and multi-naËíonal- corporations and the increased growth of existing city

systems. Such forces tend to perpetuate regional specializati.on and indi-

cate the increasíng importance in Ëhe structure of organizations.

Stafford (L972) has argued thaË "regional development planning is not

concerned wiËh the economÍcally optimum locatÍon for the plant but ís very

concerned with the location decision-making process so that decisions

mighÈ be influenced."l2 Yet rhese decisions are rarely made within the

context of a formal location policy internal to an industry. Even if such

policies vrere conmon in industry it seems highly unlikely that they would

be similar in structure or content. For many industries the chosen loca-

tion is an unconscious decísíon or a by-produet of a decision to achieve

some non-spatial goal (Hamilton, L974). It would be extremely difficult

then for regional policy to affect such decísion-making given the diver-

sity of facËors influencing those decisions.

I,lhat might be said ís that the locational behaviour of certain types

of firms are more readily inÈerpreted than others, thaË in generalr in-

creasing size and organization is consonant wiËh a more sysËematic approach

to location (l.rlalker; L975). McNee (1974) has gone further in stating rhar

the study of organizaÈions may "provide a means of moving toT¡/ard that

elusive goal of locational analysis, the provision of more direct. links

between Èhe analysis of spatial process and the analysis of spatial paË-

,.13tern. "

The indication is that the industrial location process does not

conform to classical cost minimization-revenue maximization principles

r¿hich serve as the basis of presenÈ regional policy. As Stafford (7972)
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has stated in reference to regional policy measures "we expect, even demand,

rather narrowly defined economic constructs to account for economic varia-
1L

bles."*' The greatest departure from the rtraditional' constraints líes

in the emergence of the multi-plant firm (Wood, L97B). The traditional

approach being an attempt to describe the locational behaviour of unifunc-

tíonal firms operating wiEhin a síng1e nation state. The assumption of

the equilibrium model-s become further removed from reality as a smaller

number of corpo.raÈions dominate larger portions of the economy.

Planners and policy makers have for the most parË, ignored changing

otganízational aspecËs within and between firms. They have depended on

traditional descriptions of industrial behaviour, on rather narrowly de-

fined profit-maximízation assumptions and the equilibrium mod.els which

have steumed from them in devel-oping regional policies. There exists,

related to the above arguments, a rather ironic situation in regional

development policy. Although implicitly any regional policy must come to

terms with the unbalanced nature of the workings of the market economy,

policy makers have relied on equilibrium theory and models to fashion Ëhe

instruments and the overall sÈrategy of regional industrial development.

Attention musÈ be t.urned away from such dependence if regional disparity

is to be reduced. In this light, greater emphasis and study should be

directed towards understanding and influencing the meso-economic secÈor.

This sector represents the most mobile firms in industrialized econo-

mies (Holland, J-976). They are the least influenced by location economies,

that is, they are in a position to disperse their prod.uction activíty.:t

This stems frorn their ability to secure economies of scale through widely

dispersed production rather than agglomerative activiÈy. The market for

This refers to their ability to disengage from external economíes of
scale and/or urbanizaÈion economies.
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their products is not confined to local areas and theír production inputs

very often do not derive from within a single country, providing them with

a higher degree of flexibility in terms of location. I^lithin the corporate

system the greater a firmrs stat.us the greater will be the influence over

the economic structure of the region (Krumme and Hayter, Lg75). rn the

case of the meso-economic firm, their control over 1and, labour and capi-

tal make them difficult to subject to public planning. In thís conrext,

for some organÍzations the existence of regi-onal boundaries may not mean

much and regíonal planners may be seen more ttas provincial trouble-makerst'

than econornic aíds (Krumme and Hayter, 1975).15 The regional and corporate

planners in this case' face different spatial constraínËs stemming from

their selection of different planning strategies and. in most western coun-

tries, corporations are neither obligated nor pressured to account for the

social costs or benefits occurring from their location decÍsions.

Attempts to attract or force meso-economic firms out of heartland

locations into less developed regions may prove extremely difficult. These

firms are no longer working within the confines of the isolated state and

faced with a compulsory move to less developed areasr mây chose to locate

in another country where reËurns to capital may be higher* (Holland, 1976).

The Èhreat to locate Eotally outside of a country has a proven leverage

effect over government policy measures whether,they be of a direct or in-

direct nature.

With industry being the main medium through which a balanced regíonal

economy is sought, that is, the agent for economic, technical and adminis-

Èrative change in an area, the meso-economic firm must take on prime impor-

tance. These are leader firms in a so called competitive economy, where

Such a situation is specific to Ëhose countries r¿hich utilize more
direct policy instruments.
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the behaviour of industry has been described as actíng rrwith the disciplíne

of a chorus 1ine" (Holland , Lg76).L6 The smaller firms will mimic the 1o-

cation Patterns of key industries. Forcing one to survive wj-thout the

other spells certain economic hardships for the smaller industries whíIe

proving a mere annoyance for the larger.

The location of the meso-economic firms is usually centred in and

around the major metropolitan-int.ernational cities. Another fallacy stem-

rning from this in terms of the locational behaviour of these firms is that
they are reacting to basic social and economic overhead capital and that

the provision of these in less developed areas will stimulate regional

growth.* Improvements in housing, schools, health, recreation facilíties,

etc., or in power production, communications and transportation in most

depressed areas are a t'necessary not. a sufficient condition for regional

development" (Holland, rg7Ð.L7 Depressed. regions, despiËe efforts to

improve such conditions' cannot compete r¡ith the more developed areas

on this level.

I^iood (1978) has stated that the spatial impact of organi zaLíon struc-

ture is 'ra problem of scale, abstractj-ng significant local consequences

from strategies and decisions that operate natíonally or even interna-

tionally."18 The problem is obvious enough, yet disËinguishing which

factors have 1oca1, regional and national significance to the extenÈ of
generalization would prove exceedingly difficult. IÈ is the effects that
the industrial structure and decision-making processes have on regional

economic growth which will be the focus of the following chapter.

This is not to deny
to places providing

that the multi-national firms are not attracËed
very high order goods and services.
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Conclus ions

The instrumenËs of regional planning can be divided roughly into two

broad categoríes; macro and micro. Macro instruments for the most part

concern the allocation or reallocaËion of capíta1 from relatively pros-

perous to less developed regions with the national government acting as a

type of 'filterf . rn this sense it has been argued thaÈ they address

only the symptoms not the causes of regional disparity and are therefore

of little consequence in terms of alleviaËing the problems of depressed

regions

The micro insËruments of regional planning are closely linked to

industrial development and as such are more likely to come to terms with

the causes of disparity. There are three groups of micro instruments

including directly attracting industry, rehabilitation and a system of

administered controls. Today, with the possíble exception of France,

efforts in most countries have concentrated on the first two only. The

underlying premise on vrhich these are based is that slight corrections

to the market mechanism will result in stimulated regional industrial

development, and by implication, equilibrium trends established between

regions. There is littre empirical evidence to supporÈ this premise

however, given the evaluation studies of micro instruments. The growËh

centre approach seen here as a culmination of macro and ¡nicro insËruments

may not produce positive results for precisely Ëhe same reasons.

Finally, the adherance to cost-minimization revenue-maximization

approaches to industrial locatÍon has left regíonal industrial development

planning with a naïrovr view of organizational aspects within and bet¡¡een

firns. In order Èo come to terms with a chainging industrial structure

and corporate organization, gïeaÈer emphasis on the meso-economic..pectoi
.{

C.

L.

ì
will have to be stressed.
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CHAPTER III

THE MESO_ECONOMIC SECTOR AND REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL GROI,,J'TH

The first and second chapters of this thesis briefly reviewed
both regional growth theory and industrial location theory,
discussed and aËtempted to demonstrate the linkíng elements
between the t\^/o. From this discussion ít was determined that
an important and increasingly large sector of the economy has
been left unaccounled for. The purpose of this chapter will
be to detail the nature and magnitude of this sector, and to
weigh the costs and benefits r¿hich would accrue to regional
development planning if some attempf v/ere made to include it
specifically in policy.

A. Introductíon

That an open market economy does not of itself result in a lessening

of regÍona1 disparitíes is regrettably apparent. The irnmobility of natu-

ral resources and of populatj-on contribute to this lack of inter-regional

equity. There is much to indicate however that both capital and skilled

labour flow from depressed to more prosperous regions and that it is the

greater loss of capital from the former or Èhe absence of a more'positivet

flow which results in such problem areas (Holland, I976). It would serve

some purpose therefore to detail the importance of the meso-economic firm

in establishing these relationships.

To deny that the structure and organization of industry has changed

radically over the past 35 years would be paramount to the denial of pro-

duction changes for that same period. rt seems unlikely Èhat a strong

case could be made for the latter. IndusÈrial growth has become charac-

terized by increasing size of individual production units and the organi-

zations that control them, namely the corporations. Regional Índustrial

policy however, has remained steadfasÈ in its attempts to influence such

industry, relying on *.ùhods which in todayts corporate environment must
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be viewed with a degree of scepticism. The feconomic man'and 'profit

maximizingr myth persists despite all the evidence to the contrary. Lee

(I977) in discussing a review of industríal and regional policy for Europe

has stated that regional inequality continues to be viewed as a problem of

"laggardly rnarket mechanisms rather than as the spatial manifestation of

Processes of structural cenLralization and the resul-tant locational concen-

tration of capital."l

The responsibllity for such fbackwardr policy however, can only par-

tially be attributed to planners and po1-icy makers. Only recently have Èhe

theoretical, conceptual and empirical works on regional growth and industrial

location attempted to account for the observed departure from the neo-clas-

sical mode. Hamflton (1976) has argued that for 50 years following l^Ieberrs

founding works on locaÈional analysis, researchers have "assumed an organi-

zational structure in indusËry more appropriate to the period of embryoni-c

industrialization of early nineteenth-century l^Iestern Europe or America."2

Indeed there seems to be no lack of criticism on what Gertler (L972)

has termed the rconspicuous missing linkr of regional development theory
'c

and pracËice.' As Horland (Lg77) points ouË, Èhere has been, on the part

of scholars, a "failure to grasp the changed sËructure of the dominant

enterprise within the system, and the extent to which they have und.ermined

the textbook assumpÈions of regional theory and policy,,.4*

The gist of the above criticism is that the impact of corporaÈe struc-

ture on regional growth rnay be at odds with present índustrial location

McNee (L974) has offered some insight into the reasons of this apparent
neglect. He dfstinguishes between small and large firms and states
that the spaËial behavior of the former is readily understood by exa-
mining the external environment of the firm, while the latter requires
a more detalled knowledge of the ínner worlclng and organization of
corporaÈions. rnformation ln relatÌon to Ëhe first is more readily
available
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polícy and that the instruments now j-n

the micro-economic factors ascribed as

place rely too much on influencing
tuniversal t location determinants.

B. Structural Change in Industry

A starting poínt for discussing industrial changes is Inlestawayrs (Lg74)

analysis of organizational structure pertaíning to busíness firms.* He

outlines four stages of corporate growth:

1) original single-functional firm, controlled by a single entïepre-

neur or family group.

11) consolidation to form national corporations, brought about through

increased demand and sophisticated. technology. This ís a sEage

wiËh a ner.v administrative structure. There exists a horízonÈa1

divisíon of management into specialist departments of finance, pêr-

sonnel, purchasing, sales, etc. along with a vertical system of

conÈrol to connect and co-ordinate departments.

111) multidivisional corporation, decentralized into several divisions

based on product line. This represents a dÍversification for the

corporation or in a broad sense, a form of protection vrhere a de-

cline in one division will not greatly affect aggregate performance.

1V) multi-national corporaÈion, basÍca11y a corporation in stage 111,

which demonstrates the ability to expand part of iËs operaËion (ie.,

other Ëhan exporting) beyond the borders where it was fírst esta-

blished. The motive for such development is to secure vital inputs,

increase market area and increase diversification.

As t"rill be discussed in some detail later in this chapter, aggregate

economÍc activity has become heavi.ly weighted in favour of the latter two

This is consonant with McNee's (I974) work on the development of corpo-rate structures.
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stages of corporate development. It is felt that sufficient argument has

already been made polnting to the concentration of regional indust.rial

policy on the first stage of this development.

Recently there has been more emphasis placed on the meso-economic

sector as a cause of regional dísparity and as a force which has tended to

negate regional policy objectives. Stohr and Todtling (I977) have pointed

out that the present policies to combat regional disparity may acËually

operate to favour the established structure of large-scale organizations

raÈher than the interests of the regions for which they were designed.

C. Corporate Structure and Regional Problems

There ate a number of problems, besides those outlined in Chapter Two

that have arisen wit.h changing industrial sÈructure, which directly affect

regional economic growth. Bríefly, these would include: the competit.ive

nature of the market, the rcontrolr that the meso-economic sector exterts

on the market, the effects of a vertically integrated decision-making

hierarchy on regional growth, Èhe relative immunity of this sector from

indirect government location influences and, fínally, the magnitude of

this sector which relates to all the above problems. Each of these will

be described in greater detail below.

Firstly, the corporatíons which compose this meso-economic sector are

not rprice-takerst but rprice-makerst, that is, they control consumer choice

and effectively set price levels. This leads to a high degree of unequal

competition betv¡een firms, where Ëhe market tactics of Ëhe meso-economi-c

organization dictate performance Ievels of the smaller fírms.* This stems

from its size in relation to other firms in the industry and Ëo the market

Such price setting can undermine the
assume normal prof:it margins between

effect of incentÍves which
firms.
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area in which it operates (Report of the Èask force on the structure of

Canadian industry, 1968).* Holland (L976) goes much furrher in discussÍng

the uncompetitive nature of the meso-economic sector. HÍs argument involves

the entry-barrier which may be established by large corporations to prevent

small-firm competition. The nature of t.he barrier is based on the price of

products. Given that the meso-economic sector has much more latitude for

setting price levels, its ability to lov¡er prices to a point where smaller

competitors could not recoup fixed and variable costs, establishes an effec-

tive entry barrier. This,, combined with what l^Jood. (L978) has attributed. as

being the najor motivating force behind industrial decision-making, that is,

to make other firms dependent on them, indicates an increased importance of

this secte¡. :t*

The meso-economic corporaÈions also have the ability to tfloatt fund.s

or product demand from areas of high profitabiliËy within the organizatíon

to productJ-on points that may be encountering difficulty. Internalized

fínancing and the establishment of regional production facilities are two

examples r¿here capital or production demand may be channelled within the

organj-zation. Effectively, it ensures a much lower 1evel of risk compared

to oÈher flrms ¡¿hich cannot internalize such operations.

If , as suggested, this sector has considerable market po\^/er in certaín

industries' an understanding of organizational location behaviour is essen-

tial Ín order to link its operations with regional development. Lee (Ig77)

discusses three levels in the meso-economic organizatíon associated with

different spatial tendencies. These include: a tproduction levelt rnrhere

acËivities are dispersed in response to basic factors of location, a !co-

This report is ínformally referred to as the watkins Report.

Dependent in this sense refers to required inputs or backward
linkages to other firms.

&

**
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ordination 1eve1' r¿hich is concentrated in larger urban centres and a
tplanning levell wtricf, tends to be highly concentrated, located in primate

or capítal cities only. An examination of these three levels reveals two

long-term, contrary, sPatial tendencies. There exists increasing concen-

tration of capítal decision-making and administrative control functions

and a decentralizing of productíon, service and marketing functions. Given

the nature of this structure, increased control and d.ecísion-making exter-

na1 to a relatively depressed region has implications for its development

potenËial. Holland (I976) has described the process as 'in¡er-regional

dualismr where capital flows from the prod.uction or regionalized. 1evels to

planning and co-ordinatÍng levels, resulËing in a net loss of investment

to the Poorer region. Parsons (L972) also points out that "the removal of

investment and spending decisions to Ëhe head office or specialist dÍvision

effecËively alters the geographic ïange over which any decisions r¡ill be
q

made"." The noticeable absence of R & D facilities in lagging regions

throughouÈ all l^iestern industrialized nations, attests to the concentrated

framev¡ork under which this sector operaLes.

Finally, in terms of the negative regional effects that may be attri-

buLed to Ëhe meso-economic sector, the removal of decision-naking levels

from depressed areas can only be seen to d.ampen indigenous entrepreneurial

drive and innovation (Firn, L975). IL seems unlíkely that an environment

devoid of opportunities in Ëhe higher adminisËrative and management fields

can hope Ëo foster the type of cumulatÍve growth patterns which form the

objectives of much regional development policy today. htlere major decisio¡s

on production, investment, purchasing and sales originate external to an

area' there can be little stímul-us for Ëhose people vriËh skills in these

fields to rernain in a depressed region. As corporate size increases along

with economic control- Èhere is a form of decisÍon-rnaking J-ost, LhaE would
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not have resulted had the firms remaíned small and subject to market dis-

cipline (Watkíns, 1968). In this sense, the type of decisions and the

framework from which they are made are affected by the 1evel of corporate

concentration. The conclusion therefore is that present corporate organiza-

tional structure and its associated location behaviour have been a formidable

obstacle to efforÈs made to establish regional equity.

D. ConcentraËion of Industry and Meso-economic Power

The discussion to this point has addressed a number of regíonal problems

stemming from the development of meso-economic organízational structure. In

order to determine the economic strength of this sector and, in turn, the

magnitude of the problems, some space will be devoted to describing and quan-

tifying it in relation to the economy and industry in which it operates.

I^Ihile emphasis will be on the Canadian situation, existing trends towards

corporate concentration in other countries will be also highlighted. Domes-

tic and foreign based industry are dealt vrith separately, although discussion

of their effect on industrial concentration levels will not be disaggregaÈed.

The corporate structure of any economy can be described in two r¡rays,

on an aggregate level , where the largest corporations are measured j-n rel.a-

tion to Èheir parËicular fractíon of an industry. There are several indices

used to describe corporate concentration.* The one adopted here is that

used by the Royal Commission on Corporate Concentration (f978) termed the

concentration ratio.** It is the percentage of economic activit.y (sales,

output, value added, etc.) accounted for by the largest (25,50, lO0, etc.)

corporatlons in relation to total activity.

* These would include rate of growth, rate of technological innovaËion
and degree of import competition.

** The Roayl Commission on CorporaËe Concentration is abbreviated to R.C.C.C.
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Historical data on corporate concentration in Canada based on total

assets indicates that there v¡as a decline in aggregate concentration among

domestic non-fínancial corporations from mid 1920 to 1966 and that since

that períod levels have remained relatively stable.*

In looking at Figure 3.1 we find that close to 50% of total assets of

non-fj-nancial corporat.ions can be accounted for by 200 corporatíons, 40"Á

by the top 100, 302 by 50 corporatl-ons and 25"Á by the top 25 enterprises.

0f interest here ls that as the number of firms d.ecreases their control of

total assets increase (ie., does not decline proportionately). Figure 3.2

shor¿s concentration of assets 1n financial corporaÈions to be even hígher

r¿ith the top 50 accounting for greater than 607" and the top 100 for 68"/".

By comparing concentration levels in Canada with those in other coun-

tries an understanding of the role that large corporations play in the

Ëota1 economy may be gained. The R.C.C.C. (1978) in comparing total assets

of the top 100 corporations in Canada to that of the U.S., in relation to

their respective economies, concluded that Canad.ian corporations \¡/ere an

average twice as large (see Figure 3.3).

More important than aggregate data on the largest corporatíons in an

economy is the proportion of assets, sales, etc. that the top firms in any

one industry controJ-. This is seen to be of greater regional significance

in terms of the po\¡/er and control wielded by a minority of corporations

within an industry. It is the relationship between industrial corporate

concentration and geograhic concentration which is important to regional

developmenÈ especÍally in view of the finite and partÍ-cular distribution

of sources and markets.

It is suggested that with increasing corporate concentration there is

These Èrends do not account for foreign-ornrned corporations nor
subsidiary foreign operaÈions.
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I 965 I 968

I 965 I 968

FIGURE 3.2 Pcrcentage of Total Asscts Accounted for
Corporalions, Canada, 1965, l96B and 1973.
Sou¡ce: RCtC rcsca¡ch.
Note: tRanked by assets.

FIGURE 3.I Percentage of Total Assets Accounted for by
Corporation", Canada, f965, 1968 and 1973.
Source: RCCC research.
Note: *Ranked by assets.

I 973

thc 25-200 Largcst* Non-Fina¡cial

I 973

by the 50 and 100 Largcstr Financial

Percenloge

Prrcrnlogc
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Prrcentoge

50

Soles

Conodion U.S. Cono d io n U.S.

FIGURE t.! Percentage of Total Domestic Assets and Saies Accounted for by the 100 l:rgeslt
Non-Fi¡anciaì Corporations, Canada a¡d the United States, f 966, t97l and 1975.
Sou¡ce: RCCC rcsearch.
Note: 'Ra¡ked by sales.
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a corresponding decrease in the effectiveness of conventional, indirect

regÍona1 planning Ínstruments and in the ability of depressed regions to

improve their positions relative to the economy as a whole. The under-

lying premíse is that the industríal structure is a determinant of indus-

trial behaviour and performance and as outlined earlíer in this work, such

structure has strong regional growth implications.

There are a number of measures of industrial corporate concentration,

only one, the lndustrial concentration ratio is used here.J. It indicates

the percentage of output, sa1es, value-added, profit, etc. for which a

group of the largest corporations (top 4, B, 20 and 50) can account. A1-

though they are not regi-onally-weighted concentratíon ratios, the R.C.C.C.

(1978) concluded that magnitudes would be higher for regíonal data than

those for national aggregates. This is partícularly true of products

vrhose value to shipment cost ratios are low. Beverages, glass bottles,

cement' poultry products, etc. typically involve regional as opposed to

national markets. Indexes based on national aggregate therefore tend to

disÈorÈ the regional effects.

An historical perspective on Canadian corporate merger reveals two

major periods. The first, from 1909-1912 was characterized by arnalgama-

tion in heavy industry and textiles while the second, of 1925-1930, savr

mergers in pulp and paper, chemicals and dairy industries. As will be

discussed later, these are stil1 among the highest concenËrated industríes

in Canada. There mergers were widespread, so that by the end of the 1930rs

leading Canadian industries had fev¡er than ten producers, and many only

rhree or four (R.C.C.C., 1978).

Other indices include: the inverse ratio, whl-ch is the number of firms
required to account for a fixed percentage of an industryrs total
activÍ-ty, and the Herfindahl index, which utilized Èhe sum of squares
method to determine market share for each corporation.
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Time series data on manufacturing industry, based on four-firm employ-

ment concentration in Canada demonsÈrated trends for five concentration ratio

classes.* Figure 3.4 divides índustry into the five classes with trend lines

from l94B to L972. For class 1 and 2, those manufacturing industries with

high concentration ratios, there has been a slight decline over time while

class 3, 4, and 5 show general increases. The irnplication is Ëhat for indus-

tries which have typically not been dominated by a small number of firms,

there has been an increasing trend Èoward higher levels of concentratíon.

A breakdoum of Canadían manufacturing industry, Table 3.1, is based on

four-firm (value-of-shipment) concentration ratios. It reveals Ëhat for a

rnajority of industries the four top firms account for more than 402 of the

value of shípments and that 4I7. of toËa1 manufacturing has four-firm con-

centration levels of greaËer than 507.. Appendix 2 lists the twenty Canadian

manufacturing industries with the highest four-firm, value-of-shipment con-

centratíon ratíos.

TabIe 3.2 provides four, eight and twenty-firm concentration ratÍos for

the largest nine manufacturíng industries in Canada. Only two industries

1ísted, miscellaneous machinery and equipment manufactures and sav¡mills and

planing rnills have twenty-firm concentration ratios less than 502 and only

three industries have eight-firm ratios less than 50%. Industrial concen-

tration levels, based on R.C.C.C. (1978) data, demonstrated that these nine

largest manufacturing industries in Canada, has four-firm ratios higher

Èhan corresponding industries in the u.s., west Germany, France, Japan, and

Sr¿eden.

Besides having one'of the highest levels of domestic industrial corrcen-

trations, Canada also has a high degree of foreign ovrnership. There has

Four firm concenÈraÈion ratios have been chosen because of their
continuous availability.
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Four-Firm (Employment) Concentration in
Canadian Manufacturing Industries , l94B-12

(Weighted Averages in Percentages)

Percentage of Indust¡ics

CRa (Enrploymònt) t¡vcl

Class I 80-100
Class 2 60-79
Class 3 40-59
Class 4 20-39
Class 5 0-l9

83.3 81.7
68.4 61.¡
63.8 67 -93r.7 33.2
12.3 I 1.9

I 948

89.3
65.2
s r.8
3 t.s
r 0.0

44.3

1954 1958 1965 1968 1970 tg72

86.9 83.6 86.s 82.5
62.6 5 7.1 56.2 54.4
67 .2 65.8 66.0 67 .5
35.6 34.3 36.2 34.9
13.4 r4.4 16.l t7.l

Average All Industries

48.7 50.2 53.9 5l.l 52.9 sl.o
Source: R.S. Khcmani, Conccntration in the Manufacturing Industries of Canada: Atûlyses ol

I>osf -tl,ar Changcs (Ottawa, 197?),

chtrJ-..-

19.18 l9s4 l9s8

Yea¡

r968 t970 1972

Fi¡ure3,t} Iìou¡-Firm (Employmcnt) Conccntralion in Canadian
Itl:rnufacturing, lnd ustries, 1948-7 2.

Source: R.S. Khcnrani, Conccntration in tlte ltíanufacturing Industries ofCanoda: Analysesof
,IÌrsl- lt'or Cltattges (Ottawa, ¡ 9??).

Clas I
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Table 3 "I
Four-Firm (Value-of-Shipment) Concentration Ratios in Canadian Manufacturing Industries, 1972

Percentage of Industries with Ratios of
Percentage

Number of Total
of Manufacturing

Indust¡ies Value Added

9080706050403020100
to to to to to to to to to to
100 89 79 69 s9 49 39 29 19 9lndustry Group

Food and beverage
Tobacco products
Rubber
l,eather
Textiles
Knitting mills
Clothing
Wood
Fu¡niturc and fìxtures
Papcr and aJlied products
Printing and publislring
Primary metals
Metal fabricating
Machinery
Transportation equipment
Electrical products
Non-metallic mi¡e¡al products
Pet¡oleum and coal
Chemicals
lr{isce llaneous manu fäcturing

Total manufacturing
Pe rcen tage

Numbe¡

14.3 l1.l - t6.7
1.0 s0.0
3.0
0.9 - 20.0
3.5 12.5 - t2.5
0.9
3-2
5.8 - 7.7 7.7
2.0
7.9
5.1
7 .9 - 28.6 42.9
8-l
4.1 25.0

r 0.8 10.0
6.4 - 22.2
4.0 7 .t I 4.3 2t .4
1.9 33.3 33.3
6.3 - l8.2
2-6 - 16.7

18
2

2

5

l6
3

10
13

5

6
4

ll
4

l0
9

l4
J

1l
l8

t6.'1 5 .5

50.0
20.0
6.2 t2.5

10.0 I 0.0
7.7

- 16.7

el-
25.0 25.0
r 0.0
I t.l 33.3
7.t 14.3

- 33.3
9.1 27.3

16.1 16.7

16.7 27 .8

20.0
u:

30.8

33.;
2s.0
28.6

9.1

25;
3 3.3
20.0
15.4
40.0
,r.:

l 8.2

20.0 10.0
ll.1
2r.4 7.1

9.1 18.2
ll.l ll.1

t.:

40.0

333
r 0.0
tr1

'o¡ _

3 3.3
40.0 t 0.0
15.4
40.0 20.0

2s.0 5 0.0

36.4 18.2 9.1

- 25.0
10.0

7.1

e.l::
5.5 5.5

5o;

Not
Avail-
j!q*

25;

l6;

4o;
,r.:

9.1
16.7

(r00) 100.0
l7l ($24 billion)

3.s 4.7 12.3 9.9 10.5 14.0 15.2 9.4 9.4 r.'t 9.4
6 8 2t t't 18 24 26 16 16 3 16

Source: ChristianMarfels,ConcentratíonLevelsandTrcndsintheCanadionEconomy, Ig6s-73(RCCCStudyno.3l).
Example: Read ss "ll.l7o ofthe ¡8 industries in the food and beverage groups have four-firm concenlration ratios between 90 and IOO%,"
Note: .Not svsilable because of Stat¡stics Canada regulations with regard to confidentiality for industries with fewer than four flrms.
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Table 3.2
Concentration lævels a¡d Trends for the Nine l-argest Canadian Manufacturing Industries, 1965 nd 1972

(Ranked by Manufacturing Value Added in 1972)

lr{anufacturing
Value Added

Value of
Manufacturing

Shipments
Total

Employment

Number Numbcr
of of

Enter- Estab- S

Year p¡ises lishmcnts ltfillions

Percent-
age of
Total

$ Manu- Thou-
MiÜons facturing sands

t965-72
T¡end

in Four-
VaJue-of-shipment Fi¡m

Concentration Concen-
Ratios tration

CRc CRs CR2q RatiosIndustrl

Pulp and paper mills

l¡on and steel mills

Motor vchicle
manuf¡cture¡s

Moto¡ vchicle parts and
a cccssorics manufacture¡s

Sawmills and planing mills

Miscell¡ncous machinery
and cquipment
manrr fxcturers

Petrok'unl rcfining

Slaughtcring, and meat
proc-È s\ors

Dairy products

Source: RCCC research.

Note: n.g, = not available.

Percent-
age of
Total
Manu-

facturing

Percenl-
age of
Total
Manu-

facturing

1965 56
1972 65
l96s 32
t972 35
1965 20
1972 17
1965 149
t972 171
I 965 2,464
t972 I,463
1965 501
1972 710

1965 L2
t972 14
l96s 365
1972 4r5
r965 I,165
t9'12 498

r32 I ,03 3.5
l4 t I,3?4.1
4t 646.1
4 8 909.4
20 631.4
22 906.8

i 60 326.6
2t | 866.6

2,s59 384.5
1,567 864.9
528 419.1
159 7 t7 .l

4 0 244.1
4t 431.3

399 267.3
468 428.6

I,42r 27't.4
731 392.r

2,t04.4 6.2
3,t27 .8 5.6
l,23 r.8 3.6
1,900.8 3.4
2,120.1 6.2
4,033.6 't.2

755.6 2.2
1 ,90 3. 1 3.4
896.2 2.6

1,893.6 3.4
797.t 2.3

1,454.5 2.6

1,383.6 4.1
2,36r .7 4.2
1 ,438;t 4.2
2,551.4 4.5
I ,06 t .7 3.1
1,573.'1 2.8

4.4 36.9
4.'t 34.4
2.8 78.8
3.0 77.'l
2.7 93.3
2.6 n.a.
2.0 54.2
2.7 48.8
3.2 I 6.8
3.4 r 8.2
2.8 l5.0
3.2 l2.s

0.6 84.4
0.9 't3.7

r.9 48.0
r.9 s 3.9
2.r 25.1
t.7 33.0

57.1 86.3 Decline
5 2.5 80. I
90.3 98.6 Decline
90.7 98.5
98.2 100.0 Decline
98.t
64 .4 8 0.7 De cline
64.8 79.6
26.7 36.9 lncrcase
27.7 43.0
24.3 41.5 Decline
21.1 36.5

98. I - Dccline
94.6
67.5 77.3 Decline
62.0 72.9
34.8 48.8 Incrcase
4s.8 62.2

6.9
5.6
4.3
3.7
4.2
3.7
2.2
3.6
2.6
3.5
2.0
2.9

1.6
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.8
1.6

69.9
'19.0

44.3
4 9.8
42.4
44.0
32.0
46.2
50.8
57.1
44.0
s 3.3

9.0
t4.4
30.0
31.3
3 3.5
28.9
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an increasing trend of ownership and control in the form of corporations

wíth parent operations in other countries. Direct forel-gn investment in

Canada has risen from $8.7 billion in 1950 to $68.6 billion in 1975. An

important element in this íncrease steïns from a change of portfolio capiËal

investment to direct capital investment.* Tn L946 direct capital invest-

ment from foreign sources r¡/as 39"Á of the toËal foreign capital; in 1975 it

had risen to 58"/" (R.C.C.C., f97S). Over hatf of rhis direcr capiral has

been traced to U.S. corporations and the conclusion drawn by the R.C.C.C.

(1978) is Ëhat Èhere exists a "strong direct correlation between Ëhe degree

of foreign ovrnership aird the degnee of concenbratí-on'! .6 Direct,.foreign

capital flov¡s into industries d.ominated by a small number of corporations

and avoids those industries which typically are composed of large numbers

of highly competitive firms. No other country tolerates the level- of

foreign ownership and control which exists ín Canada (l^Iatkins, 1968). The

wedding of foreign capital and industïíal concentration in Canad.a and its

impact on the capítal flow within the country makes this investmenË an

important deËerminant of future industrial structure. trrrhereas Ín Canada

we have less than 2% of the corporatíons controlling more than half the

econoruic activity, efforts towards influencing this minority has great

potential in Ëerms of Èhe distribution of investmenÈ, jobs and income be-

tween regions. rt remains doubtful, according Ëo Gertler (1972), "that
regíona1 development policy has ever serÍously faced up to the highly cen-

tralized structure of Canadian indust ry" .7 Untíl there is some acceptance

that these ultimate rmoverst in the private economy are the real economic

planners and that this secEor consists of a relatively small number of

corporations, there will be few victories in regional industrial planning

Portfolio capital invesÈment represents foreign investment in Canadian
government bonds and securities whil-e direct investment represent.s
equiÈy, retaLned earnings and long-term debt.
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or policy. It is the persistant adherence to regional policies whÍch fail

to recognize these facts, whieh explains in large measure the desultory

results of regional 1evel pranning over the past t'^renty years.

E. Location Decision þlaking and the Meso-economíc sector

That the decisions and actions of industry with respect to location is

a function of structure and organization, is central to this thesis. Ex-

panded analysis, therefore, depends on an understanding of the decision-

making and spatial patterns of locatj-on so resulting in the meso-economic

secÈor. This can only be achieved through a study of the firmrs decision-

making processes in general and motivations which underlie the formation

of corporate location strategies in particular.

Townroe (1971) has done some pi-oneering work in rhe field of industrial

location and accordingly sees Èhe location d.ecision rtas part of a dynamic

process within the context of an industrial organizaLion and its environ-

ment and as a decision which necessarily has to be taken in the face of
o

uncertainty".' He has outlined four.stages of the idealized organLzational

decisj-on-making process from the view-point of the enterprise:

1) policy and process inítiation (perceived. new siruation)

11) search for alternatíve solutions

ll1) evaluation of alternatives

1V) choice and commitment to acÈion.

Studies by North (L974) and Tov¡-nroe (1971) demonstrate thar rhe larger

corporations have a greater degree of faníliarity with this process and

therefore are more likely to institute it or recognize it as part of the

overall policy. The organizational method (ie., whether this structure is

built into the organization) under which the corporation operates in dealing

with new locations affects both the quantity and qualiÈy of information

received and the use made of it.
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Both internal and external pressures are seen to initiate the location

process. North (L974) has provided an extensive list of what he has termed

rslress factorsr leading to location decisions. Generally, internal stress

factors include: change in space requirements due to íncreased growth and

expansionr nevr management, new products or a need for financíal change.

External pressures arise from a change in the supply of inputs, of labour

or, in some cases, public policy or controls. The overriding condition for

expansion or relocation in Townroers (f971) study was shown to be growth

not profiÈ, and this growth motive was demonstrably stronger in the fast-

growing, larger corporaËions.

An obvious and necessary prerequisite for this process is the availa-

bility of capital required for a neú/ location. Sources of capital are seen

to be of primary ímportance therefore, and these differ widely. Smaller

firms typically depend on external capital from banks or the issuance of

shares while larger corporations readily obtain capital internally or in

many cases from parent groups (R.c.c.c., L978). This availability of capi-

tal has a direct bearing on the type of location decision to be made. In

the larger corporations, capital is more easily attained, increasing the

likelihood of establishing a branch plant or office as opposed to a trans-

fer move.x" This is consonent with Northf s (J974) r¿ork which determined

Èhat relocating firms ¡¿ere both younger and smaller than those rnaking

other location decisions.

The actual search for a new site is dependent on the information avai-

lable on alternative locations. The sources of information are too varied

to provide a comprehensive list here, suffice to say that there is a wid.e

range o¡ 
"otr¡sss.:k:! trrlhat has been determined is that fast-growing, larger

Tovrnroe (197f) estimates Lhat tv/o-thirds of all locatíon decisions
involve branch plants.
Pred (1974) provides one of the better Iisting of information sources
and how they are used.
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firms consider a greater number of possibilities and

tives in less time (Townroe, I97I). This \¡/as seen to
I organízational slackr or the ability of larger firms

sources to finding potential locations.

form a set of alterna-

be a function of the

to delegate more re-

In evaluating these alternatives, only 507! of the enterprises in
Tornmroe t s (19 71) study es tablished f ormal criteria. :'c Again it was the

larger companies which outlined specific objectives prior to evaluating

the alternative sites. The financial evaluation, typically considered

to be an integral part of the decision making process, involves t\,¡o s¡ages.

The first is to determine if the investment is required and the second, a
detailed cost analysis of alternatives. The results in Townroers (Lg7L)

work indicated something very different. He stated that trfor a majority
of companies, alternaËive locations are not evaluated. on explicit cost

grounds and the financial assessment comes after the locational choice,,.9

The suggestion is clearly that;theclassícal frame of reference does not

allow for the dynamic aspects inherent in industrial decision-making.;r*

It must be borne in mind that the decision-making model presented

here, that of, information gathering, processing and manipuration is a

generalization of the process iil¡slvsd. *)k* rmportant to the discussion

hor'¡ever is that the larger corporations seem Èo have established decision

rules r¿hich often stem from internal policy on straÈegy towards d.eveloping

a ne\'/ location. I^ihere the aim of regional industrial policy is to influence

location decision-making, iË seems logical to attempÈ to influence those

corporations which have established criteria and are more likely to follovr

* Formal crÍteria in this case was merely writÍng down a list of desired
charac teris tics.

** North (1974) offers a more detailed account.for
*** There seems little to indicate that variable or

tant factors in location nor the availability of
cial1y attractive feaÈures (Townroe, 1971).

decision-making processes.

fixed costs were impor-
loans or grants espe-
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the process as described above. There exists some controversy however, as

to how this might be done. Before examining the possible methods an¿ instru-

ments that cán be put in place to achieve such a task, ít would serve some

purpose here to outline the benefits and costs associated with having meso-

economic corporatíons located ln depressed regions.

F. The Benefits and Costs Associated I^lith Influencing Meso-economic Activitv

I'Jestern economies are dominated by the meso-economic sector, yet attempts

to influence it to attaín naËional and regional goals remain an open questÍon.

There exists tv¡o basic policy alternatives r¿hich set the pattern in dealÍng

wÍth this sector (Inlestaway , Ig74). The first is to allow unconstrained

hierarchical- develoPment in order to achieve maximum national effíciency.

This ís based on three underlying premises:

f) Èhat spatial concentration of control units ís the most efficient

r^ray to organize large corporations

i11) that rvhat is tgoodr for business is tgood.r for the natíon,

111) Ëhat any economic benefÍt outweighs any social costs implicit in

such policy.

To date, all three premises remaÍn unsubstantiated, although in one

form or another they provide the basis for much related policy pertaining

Ëo industry. The second alternative is a policy to reduce regional dispa-

rity by decentralÍ-zi-ng control functions within Índustry. This second

approach, rvith the possible exception of France, remains wholly untried in

the context of the meso-economic sector.x To determine the feasibility or

France in its attempt to curb growth
that of the provinces has instituted
where by those corporations granted
facillties in and around paris musE
tions in the periphery

in the Paris Regíon and stimulate
an industrial licencing procedure

permission to establish production
agree to locaÈe headquarter func-
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indeed the 'appealr of these different methods, the benefits and costs to

locati-ng these functions in depressed areas must be spelled out.

1. Benefits

Firstlyr ânY policy or program dealing with resource diversion must

come to terrns with the opportunity costs involved wiLh any particular course

of actíon. In way of benefits, Riahardson (I97I) points out that Western

nations have the advantage of being more able to afford such costs. Corpo-

rations today are also rfootlooser in the sense that there exists ubÍquitous

intrastructure and an adaptable labour force. This allows efforts Ëowards

inter-regional equity without serious loss to national efficiency.

One of the major hurdles in developing a regional polícy specific to

meso-economic power has been the diffículty in ínfluencing or controlling

the sectorts corporate spatial behaviour. Gertler (7g72) has aptly stated

however that "the large firm, and its relative freedom from the rigours of

the market, leads to the paradoxical consequences, that such firms are both

highly autonomous in decision-making and more suceptible to government

policies".10 The meso-economic corporatíon may also be more receptive to

the idea of moving to designated development areas than smaller micro-fírrns.

Hanilton (7976) points out that the larger firms have less parochial atti-

tudes, little regional attachment and great-er commitment to national policy.

The argument that firms locating in depressed regions capture and

retain surplus value is often put forward to justify pres_ent policy. Lee

(L977) disagrees however, pointing ouË that rarely will you find these areas

accumulating the surplus. I^IiÈhout the higher financial, adnrinisÈrative and

control functions located internal to the region surplus value will tend to

be siphoned to areas which dominate in these activities.x' Under such

This basically is a restatement of Myrdalts cumulative causation
argumerit.
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reasoning there are obvious benefits which accrue to a region if control

and planning functÍons could be located or expand.ed Ín the area. The sur-

plus value would remain Ín the region and. possibly be reinvested.

Further benefits to decentraLízed control functíons would be increased

capital and employment of a type which d.epressed regions desperately require

in order to establish cumulative growth. The technology would be more di-

verse than the production-orientated type of Ehe past, and the labour

requíred by the thighert functions are more in line with entrepreneurial

and research skills found to be lacking in d.epressed areas.

A case was made earlier for the growth risk-taking abilities of the

meso-economic sector. This must be viewed as a positive element here

because these corporations would be more likely to take advantage of any

investmenË opportunitíes in the area than would the tdefensivet investment

firms as outlined by Holland (1976) . 
""

There would also be a series of indirect benefiËs by way of income

and employment multiplier effects, increased tax base and a diversified

economy. At the core of the benefits however,lie the arguments presented

in the previous sections of this thesis:

1) that the location behaviour of meso-economic corporations

dírect cause of regional disparity and efforts to reverse

trend are clearly beneficial to more poorer regions.

1r) that this sector has been neglected at the theoretical and

are a

this

1evels.

111) that Ehis secÈor accounts for and controls most of the economic

activity in the country.

lv) that regional development policy must come to terms with the

plannÍng

regional firms which undertake only minimum risk
their existing share of the markeÈ.

These would represent
in order to maintain
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economic sector which most influences aggregate and cumulative

growth on a regional base.

2. Costs

One of the first aspects to be considered under costs is whether go-

vernment resources r¿ould be of more benefít directed tor,¡ards putting control

and planning functions in peripheral areas or maintaining present policies.

I{here such policies have demonstrated positive tendencies or obtained Èheir

objectives there would be little gained by implementing new policies !o

ensure trends t.ovrards regional equity.x

One of the major costs of directing so called hígh-corporate functions

to depressed areas is attributed to the loss of efficiency in a broader

economic context. George (I971) indicates that operating costs are generally

higher for operations in depressed regions, as compared to moïe prosperous

areas. This would include transport, raw material and information costs.

I^Ihere there exists meso-economic organizations in depressed regions

Marshall (L977) points out that multiplÍer effecrs will differ l-itrle from

that created from indigenous indusÈry and that overall, because of theír

inËernalizing tendencies will utilize less local services.

Finally, McDonald (L977) stresses that the potential gains from di-

recting meso-economic corporations to depressed areas are great, but

cautions against Ëheir use of highly-trained, highly-skilled external

labour as opposed to obtaining employees from the regíonal populatíon.

In general, given that.corporate structure has been neglected in re-
gional industrial planning and Ëhe possible benefits generated by the meso-

economic sector Ëowards establishing a greater degree of regional equity,

some effort should be directed towards influencing specifically those cor-

Most studies to date on
little noËicable change
Rhodes, L973, Francis &

the effects of region policy have indicated
(Economic Council of Canada, 1977, Moore &
Pillai, 7976).
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porations v/hose share of market por^7er constiËutes a large percentage of the

total. How this can be accomplished and the possible instruments to be used

is the subject of the following chapter.

G. Conclusions

The organizational structure of industry today presents new problems

for those responsible for regional industrial development. This is not to

say its existance has come about only recently, only that the implications

of this structure are receiving new-found recognition. previously there

has been little consideration given to locational aspects of the meso-econorrui-c

secLor. Part of the reason lies in the relative immunity from micro planning

instruments as described earlier and its ability to rover-ride' regional

policy. Its aggregate behaviour therefore has been presented as one which

negatively impacts the economies of LDRts.

The absolute síze of the meso-economíc sector as determined in Èhis

chapter indicates its importance to industrial economic activity and sug- r.

gests potential benefiEs from its inclusion in regional ind.ustrial planning.

This is especially the case where corporate behaviour is seen to follow or

work r¿ithin a set of established and often fixed economic criteria.
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNOLOGICAL DEPENDENCE: THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY

The first two chapters of this thesís have deart with theËheoretical concepts of industrial location and regionar
growth as they are related to present regÍ-onal industrialplanning. The third chapter outlined the structure andconcentration of industry within Canada, especially the
meso-economic sector. This chapter examines in greater
depth regionar industriar deveropmenË as it rerates toboth the corporate concentration levels and the sEructureof industry within canada and the concept of "innovationorientated" regional planning is introduced..

A. Introduction

Presently, Canadian regional policy emphasizes the stímulation of new

economic activity in areas v¡hich have consistently demonstrated. lower than

average rates of such activity as defined by emptoyment and income statis-
tics' rnfrastructure development, financial incentives to firms and programs

to update labour skills have formed the bases of these policies. rn its
simplest form, it is a set of policies designed to attract industry and

spur indigenous growËh in specifieally designated areas with some degree of
discretion exercised as

purpose of this chapter,

discuss at any length the terms under which Ëhey are, or r^/ere, administered.

rnstead, regional policy and planning as it relates to corporate concentra-
tion and to the structure of industry in canada will be highlighted.

Two important concepts form the underpinnings for this discussion.

The first involves the growth and survival of meso-economic po\Àrer, particu-
arly, its industrial functions and characteristics ias related to regional
development. The second relates to efforts in Canada to forge a workäble

industrial strategy or straËegies in aggregate which may in fact provid.e a

to the type of industry desired. It is not the

however, Ëo detail the actual polÍcies nor Èo
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framework from which regíonal strategies are developed. These two have

considerable overlap yet they are discussed separately in order that the

underlying issue, that of regíonal industrial planning may be dealt with
on a broad scale. Some of the spatial aspects of corporate concentration

will be discussed first, followed by a brief analysis of ind.ustrial stra-
tegi-es for Canada. These are then related to the existing structure of

industry and a nel^7 role or emphasis for regional industrial planning ís
sËressed; one based on innovation and technology rather than the emproy_

ment and income criteria presently being used.

B. Spatial Concentration and Corporate power

A study done by Pred (L974) on corporate headquarters locations for
the largest 500 corpoations in the u.s. provides strong support for the

argument that both leading- manufacturers and. non-manufacturing organLza-

tions are highly concentrared. spatially (see Appendix rrr). Arthough the

geographic units are based on cities of greater than 500,000 population,

the regional concentration is obvious, that is, heavy representation ín
the North-East and sparse representation elsewhere. These large corpora-

tions are seen to stimulate a cumulative growth process whereby support

functions and ínfrastructure are put in place to service this rhigher

levelr economic activity which, in turn, contributes Lo increased concen-

tration. *

Tha analysis of the top 100 corporations, ranked by sares vorume, in
Canada, reveals'a spatial bias for headquarters locations more acute than

that found in the American study just alluded to. Figure 4.1 shows that
53 headquarters of the top 100 corporations aïe located in Ontari o and 27

Higher level in this context refers
strategic planning functions on the

to managerial, adminisËrative and
corporate level.
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in Quebec giving central Canada B0 of Ehe largest corporations head-office

locations while peripheral regions such as the Atlantic provinces account

for only one. Thís is consonant r¿ith Blackbourn's (1978) study on the

location of mulLi-national operations in economic core regions of seven

tr'/estern nations (Figure 4.2). He found tha1 60% of U.S. - owned subsid.iaries

and 45"A of the U.K. - owned operations in Canada located in Onlario. AI-
though he does not attempt to weight any of the figures, that is to say,

provide some indication as to the economi-c importance of multÍ-natíona1

actívity in each country' the results clearly demonstrate the high degree

of spatial concentration in core regions of foreign investment, and this
applies particularly to Canada.

Collectively, the top lO0 corporations in Canada and the foreign con-

trolled subsidiaries represent economic units which are assocíated r¿ith a

strategic corporate-planning process as discussed. in Chapter III.¡! It is
a system where the development of objectives, the selection of means to

meet those objectives and the commitment of resources is routine. The

decisions for core region locations may be siririlar for these corporate

groups yeÈ' as will be discussed in some detail below, there are ímportant

and different regional implications between headquarter and. subsidiary

operations.

C. Developing a-National Industrial Strategy

Central to any discussion on corporate coricentration and its effect on

regional industrial development must be the efforts made by governments in
attempting to formulate a national industrial strategy. The cal1s for a

national industrial strategy in Canada could probably be traced back to Ëhe

:k This is decidely different from rbusiness planningt or j-ncremental
managemenr as described by Malecki (19BO).
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time of Confederation yet serious efforts in this area have occurred over

the last tr^renty years.

The Area Development Agency (ADA) in 1963, as part of the newly esta_

blished Department of rndustry, r,¡as first given the mandate to assÍst
manufacturing índustry in areâs of economic decline in order to Íncïease

employment and income levels. Although the scope of its original jurisdic-

tion included the potential to develop a comprehensive j.ndustríal strategy,
líttle was done to secure such a role. rts preoccupation with unemployment

as opposed to area development led some to believe that the agency served

little more than a welfare function (Brewis , l-969).

Tn 1969 many of the programs dealing with industry and regional deve-

lopment were brought under the auspices of the Department of Regional

Ecnomic Expansion (DREE). There was also aË this time, some shift in
emphasis away from assisting areas which demonstrated margínal potential

to building up areas thaÈ showed some degree of economic strength. Grea-

Ëer discretion v¡as exercised as to the type of industry assisted. in as

much as the effects iË \¡Ias presumed Ëo have on the area in whích it was

locaÈed \{ere nor¡/ considered. Expenditures \,rere increased but no industrial
strategy was forthcour-ing from either the deparÈment of industry or regional
economic development.

Today, over eighteen years after the

wards establíshing a national industrial

an industrial framework remains acute.

first legislation v/as enacted to-

strategy, the perceived need for

rn June of 1980, Herbert Grey, the Minister of rndustry, Trade and

Commerce highlighÈed v¡haË he sar¿ as "elements of a vigorous industrial
sector".l The lisË included the forlowing requírements:

1. To capitalize on canadat s energy base in order to build a world

competitve industrial sector.
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2. To ensure that the federal government is an active player in

industrial development rather than a passive referee.

3. To strengthen Canadats research and technology capabilities.

4. To encourage independent, canadian-owned enterprÍses.

5. To expand Canadían control of the economy while increasing the

benefits from foreígn investment already here.

A corollary to this approach was offered by tBudt O1son, Minister of SËaËe

for Econom-lc Development in October of 1980. Although the list differs

from thaË of Greyrs the emphasis remains the same:

1. Top priority to upgrading workerst skills whether done by govern-

menË or industry or both.

2. Capital investment to be attracted. by reducing the inflation rate

and by making sure investment is used as producËively as possible.

3. Security of energy, supplies, conservation and substitution for

oil, and use of energy resources to maxirn-Lze employment, Ëechno-

logy and prosperÍty for all regions of Canada.

4. Natural resources to be better managed. than in the past.

5. Technology to be encouraged throughout canada, with both the

federar government and the private sector increasing their

research and development.

6. The development of transportation and communications infrastructure.

7. Foreign and domestic market developmenË Ëhrough assisted exports

and freer trade beËween provinces in Canada.

Basic to both Greyrs and Olsonrs approach are concentration on capital

investment, the upgrading of skills, energy security and. technological deve-

lopment. Positive efforts are being made tov,/ards bringing all of these

objectives to fruition, but according to Thomson (1980), "iÈ is the details

thaÈ are killing Canadian industrial developmentt'.2 The nature of these
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details, especially in regard Èo the federal governmentrs recent objective

to have 2Z of. G.N.P. devoted to R & D by 1985 (wíth some 7OZ of this coming

from private industry) will be discussed below.

One might well ask the relevance of relaËing natíonal índustrial stra-

tegies to regional development policy and planning, The common ground lies

in 'trying to influence private decision-makérs towards development goals.

In this sense there musÈ not only be a co-ordination and co-operation in

aligning industrial strategies with regional development goals, but a deep

understanding of borh the structure of industry in Canada, and the med.ium

through which such programs are to work. This is the argument presented

earlier, that to date there has been little recognition of the highly con-

centrated nature of industry on a corporate and spatial 1evel in developing

regíonal policy' or establishing an industrial stïategy. The question Ëo

be asked is how effective the efforts towards influencing indusrry on a

national and regional level will be from the posture of Canadian industrial

s trucÈure.

Self-sustai-ned growËh, a major goal on boËh a regional and national

level can only be attained according to Oakey et al (1980) "if firms esËa-

blishing there (ie., designated place) are able and prepared. to ajusË

continually to satisfy current market demand and technological change,,.3

In this sense the strategic planning functíons and the growth of any cor-

poratÍon functions depends on the ability to conduct R & D and to innovate.

This translates simply into the improvement of existing þroducts and pro-

cesses alongwith the development of neqT ones, and the impact of such changes

on firro profitabilíty, expansion and the locational consequences thereof.

The R.C.C.C. (f978) concluded that "there is some evidence that

Canadian firms have been characterized by inadequate R & D innovation,

export performance and perhaps risk-taking compared with firms in Ëhe
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same indusËry ín other countries".4 l^Iork done by Britton (1980) índÍcates

that Canada lags behind other advanced economics in the prod.uction of pro-

fessional goods, plastics, chemicals, eleetrÍcal and other machinery. As

an alternative to technologically-advanced sectors such as these, Canada

has traditÍonally relied on primary and resource industries. The rationale

fot a strong resource-based econony are threefold. Firstly, there exists

growing world markets and increasing internal demand for Canadian resources.

Secondly, Canada enjoys a comparative advantage Ín that many of these re-

sources exist in vast quantitíes. Thirdly, there has developed an efficient

Ëechnology around primary industry and there exists the attitude that

Canada should rely more heavily on such sectors.

Britton (f980) however, points out a number of problems which arise ín

adhering to such a resource based approach:

1. Canada over the period of 10 years has shifted from an exploitive -
resource position to one of protection or a defensíve stance.

2. Resources cannoE offset deficits in manufacturing.

3. These primary sectors cannot provide employment for an increasingly

highly-educated work force.

4. The opportunity cost of capital in resource extraction represents a

loss of capital Èo manufacturing.

Indeed, Ëhe industrial structure which characterizes the Canadian economy

seems uore true of developÍng nations than one with a supposed. advanded

technological base.

To a large extenË the underdevelopment of Canadian secondary and ter-

tiary secotrs can be attributed to meso-econouric operations, especially

those stemming from the actions of multi-national firms.*' FifËy-t\^ro percent

* Underdevelopment in Èhe sense that Canadian industry is not characterÍzed
by a high degree of technological innovation.
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of production facilities in manufacturing are foreign controlled plants, yet

this figure accounts for only twelve percent of manufacturing establishments.

The effects that this has on the structure of Canadian industry must be

taken into account in developing any industrial strategy. According to

Britton (1980) this point seems to have been missed by most pundits in the

field. He stated that rrthe orthodox, essentially neoclassical view of most

economists stresses that unless Canada enters free-trade arrangements with

the U.S., or on a multilateral basÍs, the development of secondary manufac-

turing will be very costly, especially to the cons,rmer,,.5

Acccording to BriËton, however, there are four basic flaws in this

logic. The firsÈ' 'as menti-oned previously ís that Canada is unparalleled

in its degree of foreign control; secondly it does not account for Ehe

technology-based nationalistic policies in other countries; thirdly, there

is little consideration given to the difference of behaviour of foreign

and domestic firms in Canada and lastly, few corporatíons are interested

in competing internationally from a Canadian based.:k These four elements,

to be highlighted in the following sections of this chapter aïe ímportant

determinants of the present industrial structure and will continue to have

strong implieations in the development of a Canadian industry strategy.

The extent of foreign ownership and control has been highlighted
throughout this work but the forlowing three premises need some
elaboration. rn Èerms of the technology-based nationalistic po-
locies, it must be recognized that the'homer countries of these
multi-nationalists have put in place policies to retain present
technological functions wiEhin their ovm borders, and because of
the efficiency with vrhich technology can be transfered, this
possesses little threat to the viability of the corporation.
This in many \¡rays accounÈs for the behavioural differences between
domestic and foreign firms in Canad.a and the separation of corporate
functions which has occurred on the meso-economic revel.
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D. Canadian Technological Dependence

Canadian policy dealing with industry on both a national and a regional

level has for the most part been production-orientated. The emphasis has

been on job creation with little regard for the type of employment and its

effect on the national or regional industrial strueture. The decisive fac-

tors in industrial development are noL related solely to the production of

goods but to other activities such as the collection and processing of in-

formation, Èhe planníng and decision-making on technological development,

on market research and producË design, in marketing and in finance. Britton

(1980) in discussing the importance of these activities has stated. that. "in

a long-term view, eomparatíve advantage is a relative evaluation only of

present strength, and as the advanced economies further develop their human

resources, Canada cannot both maintain its standard of living and ignore

Ëhose econoruic acÈivities in manufacturing that, through technological ad-

vances and innovation, enhances the expansion of human capital,,.6

Much of the discussion below involves the different stages of production

activity and the different corporat.e funcËions brought t.o bear in each. It

may be instructive at thÍs point to bríefly outlíne Ëhe production cycle.

It is generally accepted thaÈ a production life cycle consists of four

phases; introduction, growth, maturity and decline (Bourgault, Lg72). Given

a neI¡I product or a ne\,¡ process, the introduction phase will be characterized

by Iow sales volume, high unit costs and high setling price. Market re- l

search is intensive in order to determine potential demand. and assess pro-

duction capability. This is a phase where prod.uction may be rnodified making

the engineering and design components extremely important. During the growth

phase sales volume increases, profit Íncreases and unit costs stablilize.

The performance of a product in this stage is seen to be more important than
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its príce and for this reason tariff barriers pose few problems in selling

(Bourgault, f972). The maturity phase is one which encounters increasing

competition, therefore production costs take on ne\¡r importance. Efforts

are made to\^/ards mechanization and automation in order to reduce costs and

increase reliability and consistency. Moreover, the labour component is

reduced along with engineering and marketing functions. The declining phase

is characterized by decreasing profits and a lor¿ demand for the product.

Production lines are usually dropped at this point unl-ess an innovative

product or process can replace iË.

The underlying premise is that índustrial development does not entail

íncreasing the produetion facilities of primary or secondary industry at

Ëhe mature phase of production, but the ability of the region or nation to

control and/or aÈtract. higher industrial functions.

There are some clear indictors that differences in the performance of

these higher functions do exist between Canada and other countries and be-

tween regions withi-n Canada. In comparing the number of signifícant innova-

tions among ten industrially advanced countries Bourgault (Lg7Z) found that

Canada lagged behind all the others and had a performance level belor¿ seven

other countries in monetary receipts for palents and licenses (see Figure

4.3).* I'rlithin Canadan Martin et al (Lg7g) have demonstraÈed. a measurable

difference in the amount of time taken for innovatj-on adoption ín different

regions. In Ontari-o, the tirne involved between the introduction an¿ adop-

tion of an innovation is 1.4 years, for the Atlantic Region 6.9 years and

oLher regions varying between 2.5 and 4 years. Such disparity is clearly

related to the industrial structure both nationally and regionally and will

negatively impact on efforts made to accomplish regional industrial develop-

Significant innovaËion in this case
for the location of 110 innovaËions

was based on an OECD classification
since I,{1,¡II.
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ment' Less developed regions in Canada in this case are in the periphery

of a peripheral country and some mechanism must be put in place to change

this. For if Canadats Ínnovative performance is poor compared to other

countries, the less developed regions are surely at a greater disadvantage.

T\¿o relatÍonships should be consídered. in looking at the spatiat
patterns and impact of the industrial structure on industrial development

(Le Heron, 1980)

1. The links between developmenÈ policy and corporate gror^rth sËra-

tegy, especially the responsiveness and d.irection of corporate

efforts arising from government. policy.

2. The way corporat.e growËh strategy is worked out in company units,
particularly through technological change.

The first involves the innovative ability of industry within Canada

and the stimulation it receives from government policies. rf it is Ëhe

higher corporate function, thaÈ is, the human capital functions, which

provide for long term' self-susËained industrial development within and

between regions then innovative ability is a key element in it.

The second involves the internal corporate sËïategy and the functional
relationships between different facilities based mostly on the production

cycle, We r¿ill deal with these issues in turn.

rndustry remains the medium through which applied science and. technology

achieve economic development, yet innovation which brings this about implies
considerable expenditure, compounded by risk. It is undertaken only when a

return can be demonstraËed in terms of corporate security, growth or profit.
The development of canadian industrial innovative technology suffers from

lack of a soþhisticated market (that is a large, high-income market) from
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which to r¿ork and technological depth, or strong fon¿ard and backward

linkages to Canadian companies (Britton, 1980). In this sense, innovative

behaviour is restricted in Canada either because the perceived risks are

too great anð,/or the industrial structure is not conducive to indigenous

innovation. This is not to imply that innovative ability, or the human

capital prerequisite to trígger innovation, does not exist in Canada, only

thaË the Canadian environment is deemed less than ídeal for the development

of innovation products and processes.

Total expenditure on R & D in Canada is less than one percent of G.N.P.

and of thís amounË, greater than fifty percent is accounted for by govern-

ment expenditure. Canada remains one of the few countries where industries

share of R & D expenditures is less than the governments (R.C.C,C., 1978).

This rfailurer on the parË of industry cannot be attributed to i-ndustry

alone hor¿ever. Government must share some of the responsibility for

allowing an industrial structure to develop which ín some respects is in-

capable of strong innovatíve output. This has occurred despite the efforts

to design programs to sÈimulate R & D and provide incentives to industry

for the development of innovative teehnology (see Appendix IV) and. despite

higher levers of government expenditure on R & D than Norway, Germany,

Sweden or Japan. The indícation is that Canadian industry has neither

the need nor the incentive to put in place the innovative framework

occurring in other industrial nations.

Essentially this represents research without development of a situa-

tion where the gap between innovation and production has received little

attention. Bourgault (1972) points out that there are too few people in

Canada, whether in government or in industry vrho are ttconcerned with trans-

lating widely available or newly discovered science and technology into

products and processes that could benefit Canadian industry, relative to
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the number who r,rere concerned with generating tnev/t science and tner''t tech-
1

nology'r.' In Canada two-thirds of all expenditure on R & D is in the form

of research with only one-third going to development. This is opposite to

that found in most other industrialized nations. Indeed there seems to be

no clear concepËion of just what entities in government or private industry

are responsible for the link between ne\^r technology and production.

F. Innovation and Multi-naËional Operation

Certain industries in Canada, and especially secondary manufacturing,

are dominated by subsidiary operations of mult.i-national corporations.

The details of the internal structure and organízational aspects of these

corporations have been highlighted earlier in thís work. Important to

this discussion are the innovative and development aspects of such opera-

tions in Canada.

In a conglomerate structure according to Malecki (1980), "capital allo-

catíon is the primary corporaËe function, and strategy determination may be

shared between the subsidiaríes and the headquarters". B Srr"h organízatíonal

liaison does not. seem typical of mu1t.i-natj-ona1 subsidiaries in Canada how-

ever. Foreign firms generally esÈablish miní-production faciliËies in

Canada in the mature and late growth stages of the production cycle (Britton,

1980). The requirements for skilled and professíona1 labour in the form of

designers, engineers, market experts and R & D personnel are minimized at

this stage of production. In the Canadian case this has adverse effects

in the development of quaternary jobs and minímizes the need for the re-

cruitment and training of this labour class. Bourgault (1972) has been

most critical of this long-standing trend of the multi-natÍonals limiting

their subsidiary functions to mature production facilities. He has stated

that Canada "has given large grants Èo multi-national corporations so that
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they may build factories which are little more than four walls and a roof,

Ín which to house easily transportable production machines, run by unskilled
or serrl-skilled production workers".9 This type of development has given

Canada a poor record for establishing Índustrial operations in the intro-
cutÍon and growth phases of the producL cycle. Furthermore, this imbalance

has also meant a poor innovation performance for Canadian ind.ustry in gene-

ra1, where the subsidiary plants are dominated by foreign parent operations

who supply the technology, the engineering and the.R & D from a home base.

Britton (1980) has quoËed a net imporÈ of Èwo billion d.oIlars for manageríal

and professional services accessed through parent operati-ons. This decreases

technical and business functions in Canada, and limits Ëhe quality of Canad.ian

infrastructure- rt also represents a failure t.o capitalize on managerial and

administrative positions required as a result of foreign investment.

Although the Canadian innovatÍve performance ís markedly belor¿ that of
most other indusËrialized countries, this has not. resulted ín a lack of
technologically-advanced products from being manufactured here. This

seeming paradox has been achieved through technological transfer, r¿here

information flows and innovation diffusion occur along corporate 'pípelinest
between production facílities, R & D and headquarters.

In the case of the foreign subsidiary, transfer technology is hÍghly

specific, occurring through a serÍes of instructions, engineering and archi-
tectural drawings from parent operations to production locations. rn most

cases the Ínnovation must be proven in the home market before export of any

technology occurs. canada, because of its high degree of foreign-owned

plants, produces technically sophisticated goods through the process of

technology transfer. Britton (f980) has pointed out that because of thís
subsidiary-headquarter Lransfer, smaller Canadian firms may effectively be
tshort circuitedt in terms of acquiring new technology. The controversy
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here lies in generatíng indigenous technology versus importing it. rf

Canadian industry must 'tap into' foreign technology either through dírect

technical transfer or Ëhrough copying, the consequences for regional and

national industrial development must be considered. Stated differently,

how can effective industrial development planning take place if Canadian

industrial technological capacity is dependent on what it can import from

foreign sources?

Transfer technology by its very nature will be dependent on foreign

suppliers of materials and parts. If, for example, a ner^r inertial navÍga-

tional system is developed for Arnerican-designed fighter aircraft being

produced in Canada, there exists little chance Ëhat the components would be

based on parts presently manufactured in Canada. Even where the ínnovation

originates in Canada, headquarters approval may not be forthcoming due to

an unfamiliarity with Canadian suppliers. This type of ímportation of par-

tially finished goods takes place on a scale or with such volume from

within foreign corporations, that it must be consÍdered. in developing any

industrial strategy.

There are exanples, however, where imported technolog'y can have a posí-

tive influence on industrial development on a national and regional level.

Japan, which also acquires much of its technology from foreign sources, does

so through licensing or in effect, buying its technology. Accessing techno-

logy in this way requires thaË industry in the host country know much of
processes and production techniques involved and that many of Ëhe linkages

be r"¡iÈhin the country. rn this \,/ay, many of the reading export products

from Japan are innovations on products that were originally tÍmportedt into

the counÈry through technology transfer. Most of Canadars technological

transfer however, has been through foreign subsidiaries who are directly

dependent on parenÈ operations in their home countries. In Èhis contexË,
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has stated that "growth has

potential has largely been

the headquarter and parent
r0

occurred in Canada, but development

concentrated in the regions of the

plants of the subsidiaries operat-

Because of the structure of industry in Canada, the impetus to develop

new technology is severly limited and the gap between research and development

remains r¿ide. Unless there is development to complement innovative research,

the scope for expanding existing employment at functionally higher levels

will remain 1Ínúted or at best dictated by meso-economic corporations.

Malecki (1980) points out that this problem has been recognized in the U.S.

in that rrcorporate strategies among U.S. firms recently have shifted R & D

resources away from basic research to applied research and producE develop-

*.rrt". l1 Thís represents a decreased risk attitude toward R & D and is

opposite to Ëhe innovative framework found in Canada;

The discussion to this point has involved mostly national rather than

regional consíderations of indusÈrial development. IË does reflect however

the limited policy alËernatives open to provincial and local levels of

governmenÈ, which according to Oats (Lg72) "preclude their providing signi-

ficant input into a national stabir-ization progt"**",,.12 The need for

federal action then stems from the lack of jurÍsdicþion that Ëhe provincial

and local leve1s have over corporate behaviour.'* Integrating national and

regional goals and the a priorj- requirement of determining Ëhe regional

effects of all national policies has received new artention (DREE, 1980).

For this reason' a basic understanding of the existing ind.ustrial structure

in canada is fundamental to any planning undertaken in the future.

The federal governmenÈ has the
tegies, trade and tariff policy
and operation of foreign firms.

responsibility over corporate tax stra-
and establishing conditions of entry
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Conclusi-ons

Tn developing an understanding of corporate behaviour the organízagional

strucLure musË be broken dov¡n into its component functions. It is here that

r47e see the differing spatial behaviour characteristic of large corporations.

Higher functions within the organization, namely strategic planning, R & D,

and administration remain highly centralized r¿hile production and assembly

functions are allowed decentra!ízed positions. There are intrinsic regional

problems caused by this type of structure and these become even more acuËe

as corporate concentration increases and foreign ownership forrns a major

component of the industrial- structure, as is the case in Canada. The medium

through which such problems must be addressed is a national industrial stra-

tegy. Emphasís could then shift from locating single plants and mature

production facilÍties in LDRts to decentra1Lzing higher corporate functions.

One of these functions, R - D, holds much promise as a potential industrial

stÍmulant in LDRrs especíally íf regional industrial planning is Èo.move,,,a-way

from its üore traditional conception of the industrial structure.

G..
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CHÄPTER V

NEW POLICY DIRECTIONS

chapter Four outlined a preferred form of regional j_ndustrial
planning, one r¿hich accounts for the present industrial struc-
ture and its related technological dependence. This chapter
presents a set of recommendatíons based on tínnovation orien-
tatedt regional planning and suggests how these mÍght be
instituted.

A. Introduc tion

In Ëime of recession Ëhere are fewer mobÍ1e industrÍes on which the

indirect regional and employment policies will have much effect.. This has

to some extent discredited the more traditional approaches to these problems

(Ewers and l^Iettmann, 1980). There is, therefore, more emphasis on establishing

industry whose growth will be d.etermined by technological change. InnovatÍons

and technology strategíes are thus increasingly seen as posiËive replacemenËs

for stimulating industrial growth.

In less developed regions (LDR) industry is more likely to be tied Ëo

fstandardízed'' technology, have lower quality workers and 1ow levels of inno-

vative actívity. Existing regional policies have contributed to this structure

by ignoring higher-function ind.ustrial activity in favour of production and

employment- Because the concentratj-on of higher-order functions bears a strong

relationship to 1eveIs of innovative output, depressed regions in general are

at a disadvantage. The regions, according to Ewers and I,rlettmann (1980) "which

will win the fight for survival in a time of structural change wifl be those

which are able to compensate for the loss of old markets either by developing

new markets or Èhrough technologj.cal change Ín their producution,,. l Regional

innovation potential thus becomes a decisive bottleneck factor in the develop-

ment of problern regions. There are a number of regíonal lmplicaÈÍons Ëo
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having technically advanced or higher function activities locate in specific

areas:

- increases regional income and ouLput

- improves the competitive position of the ind.ustry

- can displace structurally backward industry

- establishes production aË an early growth stage as opposed to the

mature end of the product cycle.

Innovatlon in this sense creates opportunities and propels regional industrial

growth. The significance according to Bourgault (Lg72) is that the rtdemand-

pul1 for innovation... exceeds Èhe percentage of production it represents,,.2

The next section will detail alternative actions which can be taken towards

an innovative industrial strategy.

B. Alternatives

It has been argued here that the exisËi-ng industríal structure acts as

a barríer to develoPmenË or the translation of innovation to prod.uction, and

that present industrial policíes give more importance to capiÈal, the plant

and equipment than Ëhe technological or 'knowJ-edget components. There are

obviously a number of po1Ícy options open to address these problems, but in
considering each, both the technological benefits and the regíonal development

characËer should be made explicit.

The alternatives could be listed as follows:

1' to work within the existing regional and technological policy frame

2. to regionaLize R & D functÍons and present policies involving

technology

3' to institute controls over the location of higher functions of meso-

economic activÍ-ty.
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1. Existing Framework

In considering the first alternative there are obvious benefits to be

won including acquisition of foreign technology and capital, access to large

unrkets, increased production, employment and possible reinvestment by large

corporatÍons. The costs of such an approach involve a truncation of indigenous

R & D and export capability, an- industrial structure hi-ghly dependent on pro-

duction facilities as opposed to higher technical, managerial and admÍnístrative

requirements and a geographíc concentration of higher functions either in

core regions wíthin the country or Ín parent operations in other countries.

Such irnpediments to a more equal distrÍbution of industrial development are

seen Èo outweigh the short-term benefíts ascribed to such a structure.

Another major problem with this first alternative ís that regional

policy and R & D policy in Canada are aÈ odd.s in their long term goa1. Re-

gional policy is primarily concerned with increasing ernployment and income

levels by establishing production facilities in LDR's r,¡hi1e R & D policy has

for the most part concentrated on establishing research facilities as opposed

to ensuring the development side of R & D. Províding the capital to establish

research facílities in a production-orientated industrial structure will not

ensure innovation nor r+ill iÈ provide the real incentive to irinovate. If

this framework is to provide long-term indusÈrial development, then emphasÍs

must be turned away from its produetion and research orientaÈion in order to

address the problems caused by the present industrial structure. Within the

spatial context' greater discretion should be exercised by those government

bodies responsible for stimulating 1-ndustrial growÈh and regional d.evelopment.

Discretion not only as to the type of industry buÈ also the functions whlch

will be assisted in locating in specific regions.

2. Regionalized Research and DevelopmeryL

The second alternative, that of regionalizati-on of policies on technolo-
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gical industrial development would involve an analyse of the comparatíve

advantage that certain regions enjoy in terms of R & D acÈÍvity and its

associated provísion of highly skilled labour. There exists a cumulative

process here, r¿here mutually rej-nforcing elements such as education facill-

ties for a higher trained and professional workforce and oËher economic over-

head capítal serve to attract R & D facilities. Mal-ecki (1980) has sÊated

that "the attraction of R & D Ëo the locaËion of a skilled labour force and

the corporate headquarters has the predominant locational implication of

considerable regional conseqrr.rrc.s".3 The contraversy in terms of regional

índustrial planning lies in the ability of such facilities to locate in

regions other than core areas

A centralized location may hold benefíts for R & D facÍlities in that

close proximity to other such functions may serve to increase general raware-

ness'or indeed the linkages between them and this in turn effects the qualj-ty

of Ínnovative output. Malecki (1980) also points out Èhe advantages of capi-

talizing on scale economies in central-i-zed, locations. The ability to have

larger facilities and concentrate more personnel toward.s R & D may increase

the effíciency and production.

The ur,ajor disad.vantage of cenÈral locations include the difficulty of
implementing new technology with dispersed production facilities. In such

cases R & D facilities may not be sensiÈive to production needs and carry
what Malecki (1980) has termed ra momentum of iËs own'. Finally, cenËral

locatíon mây mean higher unit costs for specialized labour and equipment.

Decentralized R & D has the advantage of being able to íntegrate more

closely innovation and production, a problem which seems acute in Canada

given its present industrÍal structure.* Lower costs in terms of labour and

ProducËion facilities I isolated t from higher corporate functions typifiesperipheral regions in Canada.
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equipment v/ould also accrue to facílities in non-central locations.

If efforts are to be made towards locating technical facilities in

areas other than the core there must be some recognition of the relatíon-

ship between technology and any particular industry. Bourgault, (L972)

points out thaÈ I'most, if not all, sectors of manufacturing have a certain

number of products or processes that have a strong dependence on ad.vanced
L

technology".* Similarly, índustry typically considered to involve a high

degree of technology have operations which are far removed. from their tech-

nical componenËs.

In cerLain industrj-es such as food production and primary meÈals r¿here

there is little R & D done, a strong argumenË could be made for centraLízeð.

facilities in order to benefít from economies of scale (Malecki,' l9B0). The

chemical and electrical products industries, however, allocate considerably

greaËer expenditure Ëowards technology and depend on close ties between R & D

facilities and production facilitíes. A decentralLzed, location for these

functions would prove more víab1e than for food production or primary metals.

In Èhis sense a d.ecentr alízed framework must take into account the type

of indusÈry, the processes involved and the relatíonship between its innova-

tj-ve and produetion facilities. Greater discretion could then be utílized

to achj'eve a more balanced distribution of Ehese higher functions in industry.

3. Control Measures

The third alternative involves institutÍng measures of greater control

over the locational activity of certain functions within large corporations.

The efficiency of such an approach can be seen in Stilwells (;-g7Z) conments.

He stated. that trËhe instrument of regional pollcy need. not necessarily be

designed precisely in terms of locational choice. Crude instruments, such

as admínistrative controls, may be more effective in dealing with firms

who do not respond to moneËary incenËíves like traditional profit-maximisors"
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Industry is presently regulated or controlled for three basic reasons:

1. because of the size of the project or risk associated r^¡ith it

(eg., energy development)

2. because of price fluctuations in some sectors (eg., agriculture)

3. because they are essential industri.es (eg., transport).

There are obvious degrees of control that any government may extend to

industry. These would range from nationalization, that is, the controlling

interest in the firm or corporatíon lies with the government, to increasing

the number of key sectors for which federal legislation has regulatory por,,rers,

to expanding the scope of established programs dealing with industry, for

example, to Ínclude greater regional considerations.*

Controls over the location behaviour of industry, however, have in .the

past proven unpopular in the private sec,tor and often diffieult for govern-

ment agencies to administer (Turner, 1974). In view of thís, Holland (1976)

has advocated a slightly different approach to controls, one which could

work r¿ell with Ëhe functional regionalization of industry stressed above.

He has recornmended a system of negotiation between a corDoration and govern-

ment agency called rPlanning Agreements or Programme Contract.st. Under such

an approach, prospect.íve investment programmes of the corporation are sub-

mitted !9- government and assessed on their regional industrial merits. An

important component of these meriËs could be the innovative capacity of the

industrial functions loeating in specific areas. Any assistance that might

be granted to an enterprise Ín this case would depend on the implementation

of an agreement. Holland (7976) recognizes the meso-economic corporations

would not be influenced unless some form of rsanction or penalyr was im-

pending. He suggests that this might take the form of nationalization of

In Canada key sectors Ínclude conrnunicaÈion, transport and finance.
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physical assets or the threat of doing so and also the establishment of new

public enterprise. This he has stated would eÐsure a 'tdirect instrument for

regional policy and an indirect lever on the co-operation of leading private
6

enterprisestt. "

Llith Ganadian industry dominated by multi-national enterprise and the

effects that this has had on the industrial structure, a strong case could

be made for this type of negotíated control and for making assistance con-

ditional on the adherance to regional objects of a government industrial

straËegy.

Leigh and North (1978) reported in l97B that the French governmentrs

system of granting development permits to multi-plant firms for investment

in the Paris region only if they locate headquarter functj-ons in the pro-

vinces had met r¿ith some success. A similar program coul-d be established

in Canada based on headquarter and innovative corporate functions. It

would be highly discreËioriary, and províde assistarice for those corporate

functions in specific industries deemed able to locate ín peripheral areas.

A najor impediment to this approach however is vrhat Wilkinson (7979)

has termed rprovincial protectionismr, which is "manifested in the require-

menL that companies set up small-scale plants i-n individual provinces in

order to be eligible to bid on provincial contracts".T This has 1ed to

establishment of mini-production faciliËies in each province vüith little

regard for other functions. Like the foreign subsidiary-parent relation-

shÍp, there is some cause to believe that the structural backwardness

experienced in LDR has resulted, to some extent, from such practices.

C. Conclusions

The alternatives proposed in

nological dependence neither from

this chapter address the problem

a broad macro-based approach with

of tech-

íts intent
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of establishing a generalized framework on which private and public decisions

concerning industry rnay be made, nor from a strictly micro approach where

absolute methods of dealing with the industrial structure would be present.ed.

Instead, a highly discretionary approach has been stressed, with an emphasis

on both the regional implicaËions of decentraLized higher corporâte functions

and the ability of an industry itself to locate in LDRts. In this sense it

represents a more practical approach or one more closely tied to Èhe causes

of disparity, and offers a means of improving regional economic perfornìance.

figure 5.1 demonstrates graphically the possible factors flows under

such an approach. CapiËal from more prosperous regions would flow to LDR|s

in the form of high function corporate facilities. This would serve to re-

tain skilled labour in the LDR and act as a source of much needed venture

capital. Entrepeneurs located in relatively prosperous regÍons could then

be stímulated to invest in LDR|s and would be included in the flow of skilled

labour. Spread effects, norm¡11y seen to flow in one direcLíon from pros-

perous areas could no\d actually feedback from LDRrs to the mutual benefit

of al1 regions.

Throughout Èhis work, the focus has been on the meso-economic sector

or the large corporation as a means through which such changes could be

brought about,. It may be instructive therefore to discuss one particular

indusËry from the posture of the structural problems as outlined earlier.

One often quoted method of stimulating indusËrial development or more

recently, stimulating employmenË in specific industríes r¡ould be to pressure

foreign suppliers of high value-added goods, for example, Japanese auto-

makers, to locate producti-on facilities rvithin the country. In a situaËion

such as the U.S. where there exist.s an established network of suppliers for

auto manufacturing in conjunction r¿íth a sophisticated market, this represent.s

a viable alÈernative. In Canada, however, innovative auËo manufacturer
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suppliers do not exist because Canadian car manufacturing involves mainly

the assembly of parts supplied from the U.S. network of suppliers. I,Iith

fewer development and engineering functions in Canad.a, fewer suppliers will

exist because it is the higher functions v¡hÍch define the technological

requirements of suppliers.

Under the Canada-U.S. Automotive Trade Agreement of Lg65, free trade

in automobiles and auto parts r¿as established. Overa11, this has had a

negative impact on the balance of payments in Canad.a, but more importantly

iË serves to illustraËe the high degree of d.ependence on foreign-based tech-

nology. More positive effects will be;'realLzed only.wher:e higher functj-on

facilities, namely R & D and engineering are allowed to decentralize from

the proximity of parent operations. In effecÈ it would mean some loosening

of the stronghold that the U.S. industry now has in thse areas. Agreements

such as Auto Pact then must be conditional on the establishment of such

facilíties in Canada before Ëhe realization of any economic benefit other

Ëhan the retention of assembly line jobs will be gained.

Most recently an agreement containing such a conditional approach was

discussed between the Canad.ian Fed.eral Government and Chrysler Corporation.

It serves as a good example of the type of negotiated control advocated in

this chapter, both in terms of iËs eeonomic.goals and problems of ímplemen-

tation.

Under this proposed agreement, functionally higher facilíties such as

R & D v/ere to be locaËed in Canada. ThÍs v¡ould have allowed early growÈh

stages in the production cycle such as product design and engineering to

be underËaken in Canada rather than its lirnited assembly function which now

dominates Canadian auto manufacturi-ng. In turn, supply networks stimulated

by innovative output could be establíshed during the introduction and growth

phases of production. This would have provided the necessary strucÈure re-
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quired to stimulate cumulative growth in this industry. Thj-s scenario

however is heavily dependent on the agreement between the federal govern-

ment and Chrysler' an agreement which eventually stressed the protection

of production labour rather than ensuring functionally higher facilities

to be relocated. Efforts by the parent corporation which inítially indi-

cated interest in locating such facilitíes in Canada have also been down-

graded to mere Canadian involvement in such activities.* This illustrates

the need for ensuring firm commitments between a corporation an¿ the govern-

ment if efforts to decentralíze higher functions are to be successful.

Where regions have lost capiÈal either to other regions or countries,
the alternative has been to actívely seek rreplacementr external investment.

Until recently 1ittle attenLÍon was paid to the form that this investment

was taking and even less to its effect on the industrial structure of the

nation and the regions r^¡ithin it. The multi-divisional corporation is in
a betEer posítion to shift resources, employment, and oÈher corporate actí-
viËies between regions and therefore must receive greater attention as a

nedium Ëhrough v¡hich national and regional industrial development. strategies
can be attained.

D. Summary

The recommendations put forward in this chapt.er and, indeed., the whole

theme of the arguments presented in the thesis can be succinctly paraphrased.

The theoretical base on which regional industrial planning takes place,

is heavily weighted in neo-classical economic theory and in more tradítional
approaches to industrial location behaviour. This has led to the development

of a number of indirect planning instruments aímed at stimulating regional

This was the position of chryslerfs parent operations according to aI.rlinnipeg Free Press arËicle of March 10, 198ó.
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growth Ëhrough persuasion, infrastructure development and financial induce-

ment to assist Ëhe individual firm. The underlying premise ls that such

action will serve somehor¿ to correct for the regional disparities existing

ín market ordered economies. Lítt1e attention however, especially on the

planning Ievel, is given to the inherent unbalanced nature of regional growth

under such a system. The causes of such unbalanced growth have formed a

focal point for much of this work, especially from the posture of regional

industrial development in Canada.

The dominance of Ëhe meso-economic sector over economic activity in

general and its effect on the sËructure of Canadian industry have been ne-

glected in regional policy and industrial development planning. Canada has

in fact adopted meÈhods of dealÍng wiÈh regional industrial development which

are conmon to many western industrialízed countries. Yet Canada cannot model

its planning instruments or po1ícies afLer those of other countries urainly

because it does not share a like industrial structure and must be considered

uni-que if truely effecËive policies are to be generated.

Part of the uniqueness stems from the hígh degree of foreign ownership

present in industry in Canada. This hasi led to an ind.ustrial structure which

ís production orientaËed (eg., the number of production facilities are propor-

tionately higher compared with other corporaËe functions) and technologically

dependent. If regional industrial planning is to be effective, recognition

of this rdifferent' industrial structure is imperative, and changes must be

instituÈed in order to ensure that future industrial planníng add.resses the

problem created by it.

À new direction for regional industrial planning, one which accounts

for the present industrial strucÈure in Canada, could be based on innovative

and technology strategies. This could be accornplished in three different

r'rays. Firstly, working r¿ithin the existing regional and technological frame
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provides an alternatlve for dealing with industrial structural problems.

The emphasis would have to be changed from the present research dominated

R & D to more development aspects and greaËer discretÍon would. have to be

exercísed in terms of the type of industries involved. in the programs. A

second method would be to regionalize policies involving technological

development. DifferenË índustries and dífferent regions would be eligible

for varying degrees of support depending on certain characteristics of

each' This ímplies a highly discretionary approach to regional industrÍal

development where the ability to disËinguish between an industry's techno-

logical requirenents and between dífferent functions within any particular

industry would be critical to the success of such regionalízaÈion. A final

means for ensuríng a basic recognitíon of the problems caused by the indus-

trial sÈructure would be the control over locatÍona1 activíty of meso-economic

corporations. This would not take the form of strict locational constraints
of specific industrial activiti.es but would involve negoÈiaËion between the

corporation and government on the possÍble benefits and. cosËs to locaËing

certain activities (higher functions) in designated regions.
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APPENDIX I

100 l-argcst Non-Fi¡anciai Ca¡adia¡ Companics
(lncluding Forcign Opcrationsr ),

\975116, Ranked by Sales or Rcvenues

(Thousa¡ds of Dollars)

S¿les
or

Rcvenues Assets

Nct Income
( l¡ss)

aftcr TaxesR¡nk

t.
.,

3.
4.
5.
6.
7-
8.
9-

¡0.
I l.
12.
t3.
¡4.
ls.
16.
17.
18.
l9-
20-
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27-
28-
29-
30-
3t.
32-
33.
34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

5,O46,693
4,437,900
4,335,209
4,047,000
3,6st,273
2,988,116
2,5t3,302
2,473,547
2,30t,453
r,913,986
1,877,02r
I,868,375
t,846,729
I,701,200
t,694,768
1,s48,600
1,4s3,'149
r,4 30,195
r,300,000
1,296,689
1.201,756
I,l 78,831
I,rs7,45l
t,ts6,423
r,070,595
I,048,33 8
r,023,857
r,005,610

977,430
9s7,180
922,089
920,389
846,543
84 1,834

822,t34
8 r5,221
764,384
738,083
725,000
720, t00
7 t9,327

7 t3,994

1,247,681
I,59t,r 00
1,t07,2t2
2,95 0,000
6,235;832
6,s 8 8,2 98
t,982,206

605,470
3,0 r l,781

262,946
436,3t2

|,549,072
4,952;s38
I,726,s 00
3,02s ,67 5
l ,0s 0,5 97

3 10,045
4t7,674

l, t50,000
1,1 9 7,903
I ,ó 78,261

821,895
2,247,333
1,980,1 l7
8J93,301

150,568
2s4,682
737,ts3

I ,991,3 l4
r,297,628
7,06 8.285
1,s72,218

7 7 r,722
329,622

602,4 35
72r,368
8'10,924
944,405
ss0,000
704,608
460,422

488,922

18;t23
l r 9,800
l l l,230
2s0,000
t74,863
266,784

94,677
t9,471
22,570
20,437
34,1 l0

144,7 71
(s 7,1 7s)
176,600
l 86,889
32,il8
2r,s3t
I 1,460
39,000

(l 8,943)
88,774
22,O04
9s,r l3
s0,525

(60,866)
3,419
7,L96

69,s t2
74,t20

(r2,473)
229,750

66,797
5 1 ,135
ts,332

36,232
3s,288
13,329
ss373
s0,000
47,I56
69,817

22,r09

Company

Gcorge Weston Limitcd
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
General Motors of Canada Limited+r
Imperial Oil Limited++
Canadian Pacific Limited+t
BeU C¡¡ada
Þlassey-Fcrguson Limited
Chrysler Chnada Ltd.
Alcan Aluminium Limited t*
Dominion Storcs Limited
Canada SafewaY Limited
Shell C¿¡ada Limitcd
Canadian National Railway Company
Gulf Oil Canada Limited
Inco Limited
Simpsons-Sears Limited
C-zneða Packers Linlited *'
Steinbcrg's Limitcd
The T. Eaton Conrpany Limited*
MacI{illan Blocdcl Limited
The Steel Company of Canada, Limited
Hudson's Bay Cornpany
Brascan Limited
Noranda Mines Lirnitedûû
Ontario Hydro
M- Loeb Limited
The Osh¡u'a Group Limited
Itloore Corporation Limited
The Scagram Cornpany Ltd.
Ai¡ Crnada
Ilydro-Quóbec
T¡ansCanad a Pi¡r('li¡¡.5 Limited
Texaco Canada Umited
F-W. Woolwortl¡ Co. Limited
C-anadian Gcncral lìlcct¡ic Company

Limitcd
Domta¡ Limited
Abitibi Papcr Conrpury Ltd.
Dominion Foundrics and Steel, Limited
Canadia¡ Intcnrrtional Paper Co.
Gcnsta¡ Limitcd
lBÀl C¡n¡da Ltd.
Inlcrnational Il:rrr'cstcr Company of

Crnada, Un¡itcd
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Conrprn¡'

43. Ìt{itsubishi C¡nada Linritod*É
44. Consolidatcd-lìathurst Limitcd
45. Burns Foods Limitcd
46. Tl¡c l\lolson Conrpanics Limitcd
47. Àlitsui & Co. (Crnada), Ltd.*+
48. Woodward Storcs Limitcd
49. C¿nadian lndustrics Limitcd
50. John l¿batl Linritcd
51. C¡nadian Tirc Corporation Linrited
57. lmasco Limitcd
53. Simpsons, Limitcd
54. Thc Agro Company ofC¡nada Ltd.t+
55. Ili¡em I'Valkcr€oodcrl¡am & Worts

Umitcd
56. S.S- Krcsgc CompanY Limited
57- BP C¿nada Urnitcd
58. Norcen lìncrgy Rcsourccs Limited
59. Provigo lnc.
60. l¡on Orc Company ofCanada*+
61. C¡nada f)evclopnrcnt Corporation
62. ltlobil Oil C¡nada Ltd.*r
63. Rothnrans of Pall lrlall Canada Limited
64. Don¡inion Bridgc Company, Limited
ó5. llusky OiI Ltd.
66. Swift C¿nadia¡ Co., Limitcd
67. Wcstingfrousc C-anada Limited
ó8. Anglo-C-rnadian Tclcphonc Company
69. Falconbridge Nickcl ltlincs Limited
70. British Columbia Hydro and Power

Authorit'
Westcoasl T¡ansnrission Company Limitcd
f)u Pont of Canada Limited
Gnada Ccnrcnt Lrl-arge Ltd.
Pctrofina Canrda Ltd.
Thc Cr.¡nsumcrs' Gas Conrpeny
Amoco Canada Pctrolcum Company Ltd.tt
Union Crrbidc C¡rtada Limited
Irving Oil Unritcd2
Zcller's Limitcd
Reed Papcr Ltd.
Rio rllgom Lii¡lited
C¿nron Limitcd
llewkcr Siddclcy Cbnada Ltd.
Unsitc Limitcd
The Grcal Atl:¡ntic and Pacific Tea

Comprny, Linritcd
Wcstburnc Inlcrnrlion¡l lndt¡stries

Lrd.
87. I'f aplc Lc*f ltf ills U¡¡¡itcd
88. ultrama¡ Gnede Li.rnitcd
89- Dou'Chcnric¡l of C¡nada, Lirnitcd
90. Goodycar C¡nrda Inc.
9I. Krafl l--oods Limitcd

Salcs
ot

Rcvcnu cs

Nct lncolnc
( Loss)

Assets aftcr Taxcs

7l-
12.
73.
74.
75.
76-
77-
78-
't9.
80-
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

86.

667,349
643,7 t9
622,083
613,632
604,532
s 96,058
s 94,908
5 94,191
s61,032
ss9,6l8
547,940
522,249

s09,ros
49t.290
488,351
479,102
4 78,139
472,844
469,605
467,160
464,345
4s9,3 l6
454,391
452,467
45t,642
445,007
429,481

425,270
4t6,677
4lo,2r9
398,9 l9
396,467
380,077
379,831
378,t72
37ó,905
369,89 r
369,067
367.382
36s,950
365,234
363,241

3s8,536

357,5 t3
3s4,7 90
338,?09
337,000
329,229
320,746

8 2,899
662,369
135,42't
40'1 ,052

90,849
251,508
390,226
426,150
3s8Jl6
364,696
562,285

t4,832

913.166
190,t79
s52,s00
9 t5,7 54

76,644
845,5s 8

| ,27 7 ,537
497 ,716
403.065
326,994

1 431J48
1t5,467
222,572

l,s 78,79s
763,099

3,556,08s
ó75,r 89
4I1,048
s15,669
520,427
740,679
7M,t75
43t,852
21't,7 t6
l6s ,260
413,400
541,I l5
r 82,716
282,207
204,3'18

88,03 2

263,85I
14 8,73 6
35 3,644
4 l4 ,000
244,938
I r1,279

t,39t
32,599
4,772

19,ó 20
1,5 29

I I ,?81
42,638
22,t76
25,2'Ì6
29,422
22,t90

t,254

5 0,64 7

r 5,704
30,4 80
3 3.4 08
5,585
(696)

26,0s0
78.8 3 2

t5,436
24,442
36,018

3.456
l5,703
23,ó54

3,221

3,349
33,019

3,7 t4
24,337
32,'t66
32,634
8 r,622
4 3,136
1 3,8 1s

?,078
12,309
30,032
13,565
10,348
14,0c6

3,146

'?,693

r 0.365
2,325

36,000
5,187

l l,7 l3
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R:rnk Conrpany

Gcneral Foods, Limited
Sun Oil Company Limited
Thc Proctor & Gamblc Company of

Cznada, Limilcdtt
Canadian Hydrocarbons Limited
Crown Zcllerbach Canada Limited
C¡nadian Fuel Marketcrs Ltd.Ì
Powcr Corporation of C-anada,

Umited3
PaciJic Petroleums, Ltd.
Standa¡d B¡ands Limitedû+

Salcs
OI

Revcnucs

316,880
315,018

313,686
30 I,200
296.362
295,t07

293,r04
288,040
279,994

Assets

147,t77
49 I,t l8

237,160
2t4,tot
290,149
i33,592

579,341
639,940
I6'1 ,67 t

Nct lncomc
( L¡ss)

aftc¡ Taxcs

t l,44 l
t2,396

l 6,35 9
6,860

t3,270
2,612

32,t64
57,267
9,806

92.
93.
94.

9s.
96.
97.
98.

99.
I 00.

Sources: - Unless otheruise indicated (see sourccs lisled below), thc figu rcs come fr<-¡m'Financial Po.sf, "The Financial Post 3OO" (Summer 1976).
' - Estimales, based on Royal Commission on Corporate Concentra(ion (RCCC)

¡ e search.
" - Canadian Busrness, "The Top 2OO Plus lhe Next 2O0 of Canada's Largest

Companies" (July 197ó).
t - Figures come from the information givcn by the company to the RCCC.

- Salcs and nssets of Crown corporations come from tl¡e I\tblic Ac(ounts of Canada,
vol. lll (t 976); Public Accounts of British Colu¡nbia (fiscal year ended March
1975)i Ontorio Public Accounts. 1975-76, vol. II; Frnanc¡al Staremcnts of Qucbcc. Government Enterprises, I975-76.

Notcs: llncludes foreign opcrations of Canadian-owned companies but not non-Canadian
operations of the parent companies of foreign-owned subsidiarics opcrating in Canada-

2Irving Oit Limiled is controlled by the Irving family, which also controls a number of
Canadian firms through holding companies- lf the assets of all these firms were in-
cluded, we est¡mate the combined Iruing companies would rank among the top 3O on
our list.

3Figures for Power Corporation of Canada, Limited, do not include financial sub-
sidiaries.
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APPENDIX II

25 Largest Canadian Financial Institutions,
1915176 Ranked by Assets

(Thousands of Dollars)

Rank

Net
Total Income
Assets after Taxes

l.
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
Il.
t2.

I3.
14.
15.
16.
t7.
r8.
19.
20.
2t.
22.
23.
74.
25.

Company

The Royal Bank ofCanada
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Bank of Montreal
Bank of Nova Scotia
The Toronto-Domi¡ion Bank
Banque Canadienne Nationale
Sun Life Assurance Company of Cznaòa
The Royal Trust Company
The lr{anufacturers Life lnsu¡ance Co.
[: Banque Provinciale du Canada
Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation
The Huron & Erie Mortgage Corporation and The Canada

Trust Company (Canada Trustco Mortgage Company)
[-ondon Life Insurance Company
IAC Limited
The G¡cat-West Ufe Assurance Company
Thc Canada Life Assu¡ance Company
The Ilutual Life Assurance Company ofCanada
Confcdera tion Life Insurance Company
Gencral Molors Acceptance Corporation of Ca¡ada Ltd.
Victoria and Grey Trust Company
The lrle¡cantile Bank of Canad¿
Crorvn Life Insurance Company
National Trust Company, Umited
Guaranty Trusl Company ofCanada
North Ame¡ican Life Assu¡ance Company

25,21 I ,t 3l 86,'t 42
22,2s9,0s3 93,943
t8,242,634 8l,l3s
16,005,998 64,702
13,s76,5 69 59,610
4,87t,97t 16,t57
4,699,3Ot N/¡
3,435,709 t 8,945
3,083,2s0 N/A
3,0s9,t4s 8.192
2,726,390 t4,358

2,626,30r 14,079
2,392,256 7,422
2,390,847 30,450
2,348,819 22,?85
r,887 ,429 N/a
t,781,723 N/A
I,485,332 6,423
1,308,299 9,483
1,29s,s56 8,33s
r,288,163 8,902
I ,204,809 5 ,45 3
t ,r 62,97 5 7 ,427
I,086,179 I,863
l,023,800 15,s9?

Sourcc: "The Top 20o Plus the Next 200 ofCanada's Largest Companies," Canadiangzsjness(July l9?6).
Nole: N/A = Not applicable to mutual Iife insurance companies.
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APPENDIX III

Twcnty canadian Manufacturing Industries w¡th the Hig'est F<.¡ur-Firm
(Value-of-Shipmcnt) Conccntration Ratios, 1972

Ra nk
79'12' lndustry

l. Cotton yarn and cloth mills
2. Tobacco l)roducts nranufacturing (6)
3. Glassmarrrrfacturing
4- B¡ervcrics(l)
5. Fib¡c and tìlamcnt yarn manufacturing
6. Canc ¡nd bcct su-car processing
7. AlLr¡ninum rolling, casting and ext¡uding (g)
8. Wood prcscrvation industries (Z)
9. Misccllancous vchiclc manufacturing (l l)10. Ab¡asivcs nranufacturing (15)

l]. Manufactrrrin¡l oftubricating oil and greases (5)12. Ccn¡un1 ¡tranufacturint
I3. Officc and storc machinery manufacf urinr
l1 9gptgr and coppcr ailoy roìting, casting aia exrrudingI5. Disriltcrics (t2)
16. Batrcr¡. menufacturin¡3 (14)
11. Manufacturing ofclcctrical wi¡e and cable¡8. Clock and s'atch manufacturing
l?. Smcltin¡ and rclìning
20. Typcn'ritcr srrppties manufacturing

So-urce: RCCC rcscarch.

Numbcr of
Entcrprises CR,

9 97.5
il 97.1
9 97.0
7 96.5
7 93.8'7 93.7

s5 89.0
19 B7.j
3s 8ó.6
17 86.2
14 8s.9
8 83.7

30 82.7
45 8 1.9
14 79.7
16 79.3
17 7 9.2
l8 79.0
,4 78.6
I l 78.3
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APPENDIX rV

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT R & D ASSISTANCE PROGRÁI'{S

1) Industrial Research and Development Incentíves Act. (IRDIA). This
a1lo¡¿s tax consessions on R & D related activity, cash granËs for
R & D and credits against I'ederal Income Tax.

2) rndustrial Research Assistance Program. (rRAp). under this
program up to fifty percent of the costs for a research staff
ernployed in projects of scientific : ând technologícal innovation
is payed for by the Federal Goverrrment.

Program for the Advancement of Industrial Technology. (PAIT).
This program assists industry in upgrading producËion techniques
and Ín the engineering costs ínvolved through a series of grants
and loans'.

4) Program to Entrance ProductivÍty. CpEp). This allows grants of
up to fifty percent of the cost for sÈudies undertaken to increase
produc t ivity.

3)
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